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The textbook is written in accordance with the curriculum of the general subject Railway
Engineering for the students of the speciality Structural Engineering in the University of Architecture,
Civil Engineering and Geodesy. It gives knowledge also necessary for that matter to the students of
other specialities in related universities learning different railway disciplines in English language.
The information on the topics presented in this textbook can be successfully of use in addition
for post-graduate students, PhD and foreign students on the programme Erasmus in railway direction.

Учебникът е написан в съответствие с учебния план по общата дисциплина
„Железопътно строителство“ за студентите от специалността „Строителство на сгради и
съоръжения“ на Университета по архитектура, строителство и геодезия. Той дава знания по
материала, необходим също и на студентите от други специалности в сродни университети,
изучаващи различни железопътни дисциплини на английски език.
Информацията по темите, изложени в настоящия учебник, може да се ползва с успех и
от докторанти, специализанти и чуждестранни студенти по програма Еразъм за чуждоезиково
обучение по направление на железниците.
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1. General knowledge about transport.
-

Concepts for transport.
Bearers of transport. Kinds of transport.
Appearance and development of railway transport.
Present-day directions in railway development.

1.1.


Concepts for transport:

Transport is one of the four economic branches in the economy of each country. They are:
-

Industry (it produces industrial products.)
Agriculture (it gives products for the light and food industry.)
Resourcing industry (it is responsible for producing of raw materials, fuels and
energy.)
Transport (passenger’s and freight). It ensures all the other economic branches with
transport services.



What does transport do? It makes traffic, that means it produces the so-called transport
service in the time of attending to the other economic branches.



Transport service is done during the time of changing place in space of people (passengers)
and of goods (loads, freights). That is why transport service is measured in [passenger.km] or
in [ton.km] respectively by the passenger’s and by the goods traffic.



Transport service (transport operation) is done when a vehicle, loaded with passengers/ or
loaded whit goods, is set in motion on some route – road, railway, rope line and so on…

1.2.


Bearers of transport. Kinds or transport.

There are 3 main bearers of transport:

Air → air transport (aerial transport)
Water → river/sea (maritime)/oceanic transport
Earth – terraneous transport. Terraneous transport is divided to:
o Road (automobile) transport
o Railroad (railway) transport
There are also in existing
o Rope (cable) transport
o Pipeline transport
o Conveyor (belt-conveyor) transport
o Capsule (space) transport
The main kinds of transport are the first three sorts: aerial, water and terraneous with the two
subdivisions (subspecies) → railway and automobile (road) transport.
-

Table1: Characterization of the main kinds of transport
Indicators Tare : useful load

Prime cost (price)

Speed (quickness)

Kinds
of transport
Aerial

3:1

Expensive

Great speed

Water

(0.4÷0.5):1

Cheap

Slow speed

Terraneous

(0.6÷0.7):1

Middle cost

Middle speed
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Characterization of the two subkinds of the terraneous transport:
- Road transport is suitable for little quantities of goods. It is more manoeuvreous.
- Railway transport is the most suitable for mass traffic, which is the most important
about the general economic results in the branch of transport at all. (This is due to 5÷6
times less prime cost in comparison with that for road transport.)


Compare: on one side → a movement of a steel wheel on a steel rail; and on the other side: a
movement of a pneumatic type on a rough automobile path:
Table2: Comparison between the main kinds of transport

Main kinds of
transport

Basic resistance in service,
measured in [Newton/ton]

Relative consumption of energy (by 100%
loading), measured in [Wh/ton.km]

Water

20÷25

~50

Railway

25÷40

~70

Road (automobile)

150÷200

~240



Requirements (regulations) to transport:

Transport has to be:
- Quick
- Safe
- Convenient
- Comfortable
- Regular
- Economic
- Exact /accurate /punctual
- Ecological / bionomical

1.3.


Appearance and development of railway transport

The cradle-country of railways is the Great Britain. The first railway line in the world is built
in 1825, between the towns of Stockton and Darlington, in the Northern England. By that
time the rail and the rolling stock have already a long lasting story. After that improvement of
railways goes on different lines:
-

Rails become longer and heavier;
The rail section becomes bigger;
The material for the rails becomes more and more qualitative;
The haulage becomes more powerful: locomotives, pulled first by horses, than – by
steam.



The first Bulgarian railway line is built in 1866.



Nowadays in the world are there about 1 600 000 km railway lines; in Europe → about
450 000 km; in USA → about 350 000 km.

1.4.

Modern aspects of railway development:



Improvement of the railway construction and of the rolling stock for higher speeds of traffic;



Doubling and electrification of railways for increasing of their capacity;
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Creating of new kinds of traction → nonadhesional traffic, the quickness of which competes
with the speeds of aerial transport.

2. Forces, acting on a train in service (in operation).
-

Forces, acting on the train.
Driving regimes.

2.1.

Forces, acting on the train in service (in operation)

A train consists of 1 locomotive and a number of cars (waggons) → goods cars, or carriages (coaches)
for passengers.

Figure 1: Weights of a locomotive and cars
The weight in Railways is always measured in tons.


When the train is standing still (on one place, without motion), the railway track has a reaction
just the opposite to the train weight.

Figure 2: Railway track’s reaction


When the train is moving (is in motion/ in service/ in operation), different forces are acting on
it (except the train weight and the railway reaction);

These other forces are:
- Tractive force, acting ahead: F, f
- Resisting forces, acting backward: W, w
- Braking force, acting backward: B, b.


The forces acting on the train as a whole (on the whole train) are called full forces. They are
marked by capital letters: F, W, B. The full forces are measured in [dN];
-

Full tractive force: F [dN]
Full resisting force: W [dN]
Full braking force: B [dN]

1dN=10N (Newtons);
1kg=9.81N≈10N=1dN
1ton=1000kg=9810N≈10 000 N
6



The forces acting only on (referred to only) one ton of the train weight we call relative
(specific) forces. They are marked by small letters (f, w, b) and they are measured in dN
t
→ (dN on ton).

 

 F 

 

-

dN
Relative tractive force: f  
,
t
P

Q



-

 W  dN
Relative resisting force: w  
, t
P  Q

-



Relative braking force: b   B  , dN
t
P  Q

 

 

Sometimes the weights are measured in [kN], and the full forces → in [N], and the relative forces
1
N
 N   dN 
 %o (per-mille). It is all the same:       %o.
→ in   
 kN   t 
 kN  1000

Figure 3: Forces, acting on the train in service

2.2.

Driving regimes

There are different driving regimes of the train in connection with the combinations of forces, acting
the train in the time of its motion.


Tractive regime (under action of the tractive and the resisting forces → F-W)



Mechanical/ automatical regime (only under action of the resisting forces → - W)



Braking regime (under action of the resisting forces and the braking force → - (W+B))
-

Partial-tractive regime
Partial-braking regime

→ for more details look on Table 3

The full summary/ resultant forces R and the relative (specific) summery/ resultant forces r for
all these regimes are respectively:
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Table3: Driving regimes and resultant forces
Driving regimes

Full summary/ resultant Relative(specific) summery/
force, R [dN]
resultant force, r[dN/t]or [‰]
R
F W
Rt=F-W, [dN]
rt  t 
 f  w,%o
PQ PQ

Partial
regimes

Base regimes

Tractive
Mechanical
(automatical)

Rm=-Wm, [dN]

rm 

Rm
W
  m   wm ,%o
PQ
PQ

Braking

Rb=-(Wm+B), [dN]
B=Bmax
=0.5÷0.6

rb 

W  B 
Rb
 m
 ( wm  b ),%o
PQ
PQ

b    bmax ;  0.5  0.6

Partial-tractive

Rt>Rpt>Rm

rt>rpt>rm

Partial-braking

Rm>Rpb>Rb

rm>rpb>rb

3. Subdivision of railways and components of a railway track.
-

Subdivision of railways.
Components of the railway track.

3.1.

Subdivision of railways

3.1.1. According to the track-gauge g
Track-gauge is the distance between the inner/ internal/ inside edges of the rail heads, measured at
14 mm below their above touching plane (atp).

Figure 4: Track – gauge [1]
According to the track-gauge railways are:


Normal (with track-gauge g=1435 mm)



Narrow gauge (with g <1435 mm, g = 600, 760, 1011, 1050, 1067, 1100 mm)



Wide gauge (with g>1435 mm)
g=

1520mm → Russia, Finland, Mongolia;
1600mm → Ireland, South America;
1676mm → Spain, Portugal, India.
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3.1.2. According to the number of the tracks between the stations:


Single track/ one track



Double-track



Of more tracks

Figure 5: Four-track section of the West Coast Main Line, England [2]
3.1.3. According to the position of railway towards the terrain:


Ground (terraneous) railways



Underground (subterraneous) railways

Figure 6: Subway station of Sofia underground [3]


Overground (elevated) railways

Figure 7: Elevated railway, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia [4]
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3.1.4. According to the manner of transmission of the tractive force:


Adhesional → id≤ (30÷40) ‰



Gear-driven (cogwheel train) → id ≤ 200 ‰

Figure 8: Wengernalpbahn Electric Cogwheel Train, Switzerland [5]


Rope-ways (funicular) →id >200 ‰

Figure 9: Funicular railway, Prague [6]


Unadhesional (on a magnetic pillow)

Figure 10: A magnetic levitation train on the test track in Germany [7]
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3.1.5. According to the kind of traction:


Steam → factor of efficiency fe = (6÷8) %



Diesel → fe = (24÷28) %



Electrical → fe = (18÷22) %
3.1.6. According to the economic importance:



Main (trunk/ principle)



Secondary (of secondary importance)



Local (of local significance)
3.1.7. According to the character of their use:



Railways of general use



Railways for restricted use (industrial railways)
3.1.8. According to the ownership:



State (national)



Private property
3.1.9. According to the character of the ground/terrain:



Field/ land railways →id ≤ (6÷8) ‰



Hilly/ undulating railways → id = 8 ÷15 (16) ‰



Mountainous/ upland railways →id > 16 ‰
3.1.10. According to the kind of traffic:



Passenger railways



Goods railways



Of mixed traffic

3.2.


Components of the railway track

Along the longitudinal axis

The part of the railway between railway stations is called open track. Open track + the main track
in the railway stations is called running track. The distance between the axes of two adjacent
railway stations is called interstational distance.

Figure 11: Components of the railway track along the longitudinal axis


Components of the railway with respect to (in) a cross section
-

The part of the railway which is above the plane passing through the projection level,
is called superstructure of railway.
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It consists of:

- Rails
- Fastenings
- Sleepers
- Body of ballast
- Dividing layer
- Points/ turnouts (constructions in railway stations for changing tracks)

-

The part of the railway between the planes through the projection level and the ground
level is called substructure of railway. It includes the earth-works (fills & cuttings)
and all kinds of artificial works: bridges, tunnels, drain-pipes…

Figure 12: Components of the railway with respect to a cross section

4. Tractive force. Process of realizing, different concepts for
tractive force. Tractive characterization of a locomotive.
Limitations of the tractive force.
-

Tractive force. Process of realizing, different concepts for tractive force.
Limitations of the tractive force.
Tractive characterization of the locomotive.

4.1.

Tractive force. Process of realizing, different concepts for
tractive force



The tractive force is created in the locomotive and it is used to overcome all the resistances
and to realize the movement of the train.



The tractive force appears as an outer force between the wheels and the rails by their
interaction (in their common plane).



The motors of the locomotive receive energy from the overhead contact line (catenary
system) or from diesel engine and begin to turn. Their shafts are connected to the running
wheels of the locomotive by toothed gearing.
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Figure 13: Process of realizing of the tractive force
M  M shaft   

(4.1)

where:
r
  2 is the gear ratio
r1

η is efficiency factor of the gear
M is the turning moment of the running wheel
R is the radius of the wheel
F  F1 

M
R

(4.2)

Fr appears in the plane of contact between the wheel and the rail.
So Fr makes away F1 and at the same time only F is remaining in action, which is the tractive
force. (The reason for F to exist/ to appear, is the contact force Fr=Fcontact).


At the moment of creating of the tractive force, the wheel is under action of P1; P1 is the part
of the weight P of the locomotive, which is falling on one wheel. The force P1 makes the
cohesion between the wheel and the rail. And the cohesion is reason for creating of the
tractive F, after (at the time of) the appearance of Fr=Fc.



If we have a wheel which is turning above the rail (without any
contact and without cohesion), a tractive force will not be
created! And the wheel will be turning and turning without
moving ahead! (Figure 14)
Figure 14 Turning without moving ahead
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For the whole locomotive:  P1  P ,t 
So:

(4.3)

max F  1000.P   ,dN 

(4.4)

φ→ coefficient of cohesion/ factor of cohesion. (φ is without dimension)
1000 → for turning [t] in [dN]


Different concept for tractive force

Figure 15: Different concepts for tractive force
Fe → electromechanical force. Fe appears on the shafts of the motors.
Fc → contact tractive force. Fc appears in the contact plane between the rail and the
wheel.
- Fu → useful tractive force. Fu can be measured on the connection between the
locomotive and the first waggon.
Fe  Fc  Fu
(4.5)
-



In the tractive calculations we use the contact tractive force Fc, but without any index: F, f.
The force F is the one which is making the wheel to turn on the rail and to
move ahead. But moving is in existing only when cohesion exists!

Figure 16: Turning with cohesion between wheel and rail (moving ahead)

4.2.

F

Limitations of the tractive force

Limitation from cohesion /because of cohesion/
M
R

(4.6)

If M becomes bigger, F becomes bigger, too. If M becomes still bigger and bigger, F becomes still
bigger and bigger… but not until the infinity! When the cohesion is overcome, the wheel will be
slipping at the same place without moving ahead. This is the so called slippage.


Limitation because of the power of the engines (of the motors)

The power is: N  F .V ,
where F is the tractive force, and V is the speed:

(4.7),
F[dN]
V[km/h];

V km / h
 V m / s ] 
3.6

N[kW]; N 

F
V
F .V
kW 


102 3.6 367
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The power N is the work made in “1” time (in an unity of time)
1kW power  102 dN  m
s
F

367 N
,dN 
V

(4.8)

From equation 4.8

→

The tractive force is in inverse ratio to the speed.
The tractive force is in direct ratio to the power.
The more is the power, the more is the tractive force. But the more is the speed, the less is the
tractive force. (The power limitation of the tractive force is in connection with the speed and because
of the inverse ratio between the tractive force and the speed.)

4.3.

Tractive characterization of the locomotive.

The graphic accordance of the tractive force to the speed is called a tractive record or a tractive
characteristic of the locomotive.

Figure 17: Tractive characteristic of the locomotive
Vd → decisive speed
Vd corresponds to the decisive slope id
A decisive slope id is the biggest/ steepest slope of such a continuous upslope, on which a train having
a given weight Q, can be pulled out by 1 locomotive, and – if the upslope is long enough, the train
could reach a constant expedient speed, called a decisive speed Vd.
V2>V1, but F2<F1, because of the inverse ratio between F and V in the expression 4.8.
Each locomotive has a tractive characteristic of its own, which is depending on its power and
the efficiency factor of its engines.

5. Resisting forces, different kinds and reasons, which make
them to arise. Calculation of the resisting forces.
-

Different kinds of resisting forces.
Base resistances.
Additional resistances.

5.1.

Different kinds of resisting forces

The resisting forces are the second kind of the external (outer) longitudinal forces, acting on the
train during the time of its moving. (The first kind of the longitudinal forces is the tractive force,
and the third kind is the braking force.)
The resisting forces are unmanageable (uncontrolled). They are objectively existing all the time
of the train moving.
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Figure 18: Direction of resisting forces
As a rule, the direction of the resisting forces is “-“; they are directed backward (back). But there
is only one case, when a resistance is “+” and it is directed ahead.
This is the case of the so called slope resisting downhill, which is the force Q2. (The weight Q has
two components: Q1 and Q2; Q1 is ┴ (perpendicular) to the rail and it is balanced by the reaction of
the rail. Q2 is ║ (parallel) to the rail and it is the slope resisting downhill, which is directed ahead
and has a sign “+”.
The resisting forces may be full (measured in dN) and relative (specific), measured in dN/t.
All the resisting forces are divided in two groups:


Base resistance (base resisting forces): Wb, wb



Additional resistance (additional resisting forces)

5.2.

Base resistances: Wb, wb

The base resisting forces are always in existence when there is a movement of the train.
They are resistances by a movement of a train on a straight, horizontal track, with a speed more
than 10km/h, in a windless time and an air temperature more than -10°C.
The base resisting forces are marked respectively by Wb and wb for the full and the relative
(specific) resisting forces.
From other side it can be differed:


Base resistance of locomotives: WbI, wbI



Base resistance of the waggons: WbII, wbII

W I  P  wI
b
b  W  W I  W II
b
b
b
II
W  Q  w II
b
b

P.w I  Q.w II W I  W II
b
b  b
b  Wb  dN  , or %o
wb 
PQ
PQ
P  Q  t 

(5.1)

(5.2)

P is the weight of the locomotive;
Q is the weight of the waggons.
The specific (relative) forces wb are mostly caused by different kinds of friction:
- friction by sliding/slipping/ by skid
Skid- crosswise sliding of the wheels to make even their path (by equal rolling circles)
- friction by rolling
- friction in the bearings
- hits in the joints of the rails
- resistance of the air (air medium)
16

All the other factors, conditions and particularities of the train runnings are taken into account by the
additional resistances.
The specific base resistances wbI and wbII are calculated by experimentally received empiric formulas
of the kinds:
w I  a  b  V 2 → for passenger locomotives
b

(5.3)

w I  a  b  V  c  V 2 → for goods locomotives
b

(5.4)

w II  a  b  V → for carriages (passenger waggons)
b

(5.5)


c 
w II  a   b 
 V → for goods waggons (cars)
b


q
gross



(5.6)

In this formulas a, b and c are empirical (experimental) coefficients (factors).
For a mixed composition of a train (of 2-axial and 4-axial waggons) the formula is:

w II   2  w II   4  w II ; For example:
b
b( 2 )
b( 4 )

(5.7)

0.5V
w II  1.4  0.02V 
b( 2 )
q gross 2
V

65
w II 
b( 4 ) 12  0.55q gross
4

(5.8)

β2 and β4 are factors of the weight for 2-axial and 4-axila waggons with the meanings:
 2  q gross 2
Q
2  2 
Q  2  q gross 2   4  q gross 4
(5.9)
 2   4  1.000
 4  q gross 4
Q4
4 

Q  2  q gross 2   4  q gross 4
γ2 and γ4 are respectively percentages of the 2-axial and 4-axial waggons in one train.

5.3.

Additional resistances (Wadd, wadd)

They are in existence only when some special conditions exist/present during the time of moving.
There are six kinds of additional resistances (according to these special conditions):
- slope resistance (slope resisting force) Ws, ws;
- curve resistance (curve resisting force) Wc, wc;
- resistance because of starting of movement: Wst, wst;
- because of a very strong wind: Ww, ww;
- because of a very low temperature: Wt, wt;
- by moving in a tunnel: Wtun, wtun
General resistance:


6
full general resistance → W  Wb   Wadd ,dN 
1

17



6
relative (specific) general resistance: → w  wb   wadd ,dN t 
1
5.3.1. Determination of the slop resistance ws

Figure: 19 Direction of the slope resistance

Ws  1000  Q2 ,dN ,

(5.10)

because Q, Q1 and Q2 are measured in [t].
Q2  Q  sin  Q  tg  Q 

i
,dN 
1000

α is a small angle, that is why sinα≈tgα, tg 
Ws  1000  Q2  1000  Q 

ws 

(5.11)
i
 i ,%o
1000

i
 Q  i ,dN 
1000

Ws Q  i

 i%o  ws  i%o
Q
Q

(5.12)
(5.13)

The specific slope resistance is numerically equal to the slope itself, taken in [‰].
5.3.2. Determination of the curve resistance wc


For a mixed composition (a train composed of 2-axial and 4-axial waggons):

Figure 20: Position of the train relative to the circular curve
wc 

(5.14)

if the train is longer than the curve is (figure 20b)
12.2 o
dN

(5.15)

700


R
lcurve

wc 

if the curve is longer than the train is (figure 20a)
12.2 o
dN

700


R
ltrain





t

t
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wc 


wc 

For a train composed only of 2-axial waggons:





750 13 o

 dN , or %o
t
R
lcurve
train

(5.16)

For a train of 4-axial waggons:





630 11 o

 dN , or %o
t
R
lcurve
train

(5.17)

The relative (specific) curve resistance can be expressed (or can be given) by the so called
equivalent (or fictitious) slope; this is made only by calculations.

wc  wes %o

(5.18)

where:
wc→ curve resistance,
wes→ equivalent slope (fictitious slope, nonexisting slope)
This has to be remembered, because it is very important for designing of the longitudinal profile
of the railway line!
For example:
The slope is s=3‰. In a straight on the train are acting only base resistances and the slope resistance
ws=3‰, in a horizontal curve are acting base resistances, slope resistance ws=3‰ and curve resistance
wc 

700
 1 %o (by R  700  800 m) , which is in fact the so called wes.
R

Figure 21: Increment of the resistance in a horizontal curve with the fictitious slope
5.3.3. Specific resistance by starting of movement (starting resistance) wst
It is accepted that wst≈3dN/t=3‰. And it is also important in designing of the longitudinal profile.
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For example:

Figure 22: Zone of action of the start resistance
Sometimes a train is stopped before entering in a station in hump (in front of a red signal). The
track section in such a way is upslope. When the signal makes green, the train has to start moving.
In this moment the train overcomes the so called starting resistance wst, which is about 3dN/t=3‰!
(This starting resistance has to be taken into account by determining the steepness ist). In
calculations the designer has to consider also, that at moment of starting the train overcomes base
resistance wb and slope resistance ws, too (when ws=Sst [‰])
5.3.4. Wind resistance ww, temperature resistance wt and tunnel resistance wtun
This three additional resistances appear more rarely and usually they are not so big.
For example:
Let’s take the temperature resistance wt. (It appears by temperature t <-10ºC)
Let it: t=-20ºC
Then: wt 





t 2 dN
, or %o
t
1000

So, in this case: wt 

 20 2
1000







400
 0.4 dN , or %o
t
1000
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Resume (summary) for resisting forces:
Resisting forces (Resistances)
Base resistance
Wb, wb
/acting always when the train is running/

Additional resistances
Wadd, wadd
/acting only when some special conditions exist
during the time of moving (or running)/
-

slope resistance: Ws, ws

 different kinds of friction

-

curve resistance: Wc, wc

 impacts on the joints of the track

-

starting resistance: Wst, wst

 air friction

-

wind resistance: Ww, ww

-

temperature resistance: Wt, wt

-

tunnel resistance: Wtun, wtun

Base resistance is caused by:

The base resistance wb is the one by running
(moving) on a straight, and horizontal track,
in a windless time, with a speed V≥10km/h,
by a temperature t>-10ºC and out of a
tunnel.
The starting resistance wst disappears when
the speed becomes V≥10km/h

 if the track is not horizontal → ws
 if the track is not straight → wc
 if the train is not running, but it is only
starting to run → wst
 if the weather is not windless, but it is a
very strong wind → ww
 if the temperature is t<-10ºC → wt
 if the running is not in the open-air, but in
a tunnel, while the air in the tunnel pipe is
compressed by the train (acting in the
tunnel pipe as a piston), there is a bigger
air resistance → wtun

6. Braking forces – different kinds, manners of creating and
calculation.
-

Generalities.
Different kinds of braking forces.
Creation of the braking force.
Calculation of the braking force.

6.1.

Generalities

The braking force is an artificial, manageable force, directed backward and used to decrease the
speed and to stop the train.
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Another artificial and manageable force (directed however ahead) is the tractive force.
The resisting forces as a whole make the general resistance, which is objective (not artificial) and
it is unmanageable.
So, during the time of running of the train there are two manageable forces (the tractive force F and
the braking force B) and only one unmanageable force → the full general resistance ƩW.
In such a way the running of the train is more reliable and safer.

Bmax  3  4 Fmax , for railways!
But the whole braking force Bmax is used only by danger of an accident (catastrophe).
For changing of the speed (decreasing of the speed before stopping in a station) the engine driver
uses only a part of Bmax → B

B  0.5  0.6 Bmax  Bmax

(6.1)

α=0.5÷0.6
B is the full braking force, used for whole train, and measured in [dN];

B  P  Q b, dN 



 is the relative (specific) braking force, related to 1 ton from the train weight, and
measured in dN t .
B
(6.2)
b
, dN 
t
PQ
b, dN

t

b  b max;   0.5  0.6

bmax 

Bmax
PQ

(6.3)
(6.4)

6.2.

Braking force can be created by different ways (manners)

6.2.1. By the so called braking jaws (braking shoes)
This is the universal way for creating of braking force.
6.2.2. By generator regime of the tractive engines

Figure 23: Direction of Mshaft in tractive and in braking regime
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6.2.3. By special beam systems (pleased near the rails).
In the time of braking they are raised above, to hold the wheels of the waggons and to stop them/or
to slow them.
6.2.4. By electromagnetic beams
This manner of creating the braking force is used by trams (tramways).
6.2.5. By very simple braking “shoes” (skids), put on the rails (on the way of the
running wheels), in order to stop them.
This is a very primitive way for stopping of a single waggon on a re-loading track in a station.

Figure 24: Stopping with the help of skids
The most wide-spread manner for creating of braking force is 6.2.1→by braking jaws. They are
special blocks (body ), made of cast-iron, which stay on a distance from the wheels when they are
running, and which are pressed to the wheels (by means of compressed-air-system, the braking
system) at the time of being stopped.

Figure 25: Braking jaws [8]
Some of the axles have 2 braking jaws to each wheel, some of them have 1 braking jaw to a wheel,
but some have not any. That is because the full braking force is big enough without every axle to
have been stopped.

Figure 26: Braking pressure for one axle Kaxle
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6.3.

Creation of the braking force

For one wheel:

Figure 27: Creation of the braking force
-

Braking pressure is K  K1  K jaw

(6.5)

-

Force of friction is K   k

(6.6)

- Braking moment is M b  K  k  R
(6.7)
(It is a vector, directed along to the axis of the wheel). The braking moment is also presented by the
pair of forces:

K' k  R

(6.8),

where Kʹ=K.
So as the force Kʹ×φk acts on the rail as an active force, the rail reacts to this action with the reaction

B1  K' k  K1  k

(6.9)
and these two forces cancel each other (annihilate each other). At this moment is only remaining
the other part of the pair of forces K' k  B1, which is the braking force for the wheel.
It is clear, that → the bigger is the braking pressure K=K1=Kʹ, the bigger is the braking force
B1=Kʹφk. There is however a limitation for the braking pressure, and hence – for the braking
force too.

Figure 28: Limitation of the braking force
φk→ factor of friction between jaw and wheel (cast-iron and steel)
ψ→ factor of cohesion between wheel and rail (steel and steel)
Baxle  K axle   k  Paxle   Bmax
axle

(6.10)
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From equation 6.10 → K axle  Paxle


k

(6.11)

By non-observance of this limitation the wheels stop to turn, but they continue to move ahead
slipping, which is called wedging.
Wedging is the passing from a state of turning wheels on the rails (and cohesion between them)
to a state of sleeping without turning of the wheels (and a strong wear and tear for the wheels
and the rails) before stopping. It is very bad and harmful, therefore it has not to be allowed. The
wear and tear (wearing-out) of both - wheels and rails, by wedging, is very big. For that reason it is
not admissible.
The factor of friction φk depends on the materials, on their condition and temperature, on the
speed of motion and on the braking pressure. φk is determined by an empirical formula:

 k  0.6

16 K  100 V  100
80 K  100 5V  100

The ratio

K 

  is called jaw factor δ
P k

(6.12)

For more certain process of braking the engine-drivers keep value of the jaw factor, as follows:
δ=0.5 → for locomotives; δ=0.6 ÷0.7 → for goods waggons; δ=0.7 ÷0.9 → for passenger waggons.

6.4.
-

Calculation of the braking force

Braking force for the whole train (full force) is:

B   Baxle  1000k  K axle ,dN 

(6.13)

Usually, for goods traffic, Kaxle=7 t/axle; 1000 makes the force B in [dN]
- Relative braking force:
1000 k  K
B
b

PQ
PQ



K
   b  1000   k   , dN
t
PQ



(6.14)
(6.15)

 is the so called braking factor (or braking coefficient)
Usually θ<δ, but if all the axles in the train are being braked (when all the axles are provided with
jaws), in that case θ=δ.

7. Diagrams of the relative (specific) summary forces (DRSF) –
drawing and properties.
-

Diagrams of the relative summary forces (DRSF).
Properties of the DRSF.

7.1.

Diagrams of the relative summary forces (DRSF)



DRSF are calculated and drown for the three base driving regimes of the train movement –
tractive, mechanical and braking regimes.



The calculations are made for a movement on a straight, horizontal railway, but they are
used for all kinds of conditions. This is possible and rather convenient for the tractive
calculations, because each relative resistance can be presented by an equivalent (fictitious)
slope: 1dN/t=1‰.
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DRSF – calculations are made in a big table, which has many columns and lines. Here is given an illustrative table for calculations of summary
relative forces.
Table4: Table for calculations of the relative summary forces

V,
[km/h]

F,
[dN]

wbI,
[dN/t]

WbI,
[dN]

wbII,
[dN/t]

WbII,
[dN]

Wb,
[dN]

Rt,
[dN]

rt ,
[dN/t]

wb,mI,
[dN/t]

Wb,mI,
[dN]

Rm,
[dN]

rm,
[dN/t]

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

φк
14

b,
[dN/t]

b/2
[dN/t]

rb ,
[dN/t]

15

16

17

0
10
20

w II   2 .w II   4 .w II
b
b2
b4

30
40
50

W I  P.w I
bm
bm

Rt  F W b

rt 

w I  1.9  0.01V  0.0003V 2
b

b

 k  0.6

Wb  W I  W II
b
b

Rm
PQ

Rt
PQ

Vd
60

rm 

1000 k  K
PQ

16 K  100 V  100
80 K  100 5V  100

It is
calculated

70
80
From the tractive
characteristic of the
locomotive

WbI  P.wbI

WbII  Q.wbII

rt  id ,%o

I
II
Rm  
Wbm  Wb 




rb  rm 

b
;   0.5 
2

Look on Table3, page8

The data received in the columns 9, 13 and 17 are used to draw the diagrams of the relative summary forces – respectively for the tractive, mechanical
and braking regimes.
The empirical formulas for calculating of the relative base resistances wbI, wb2II, wb4II and wbmI depend on the kind of the rolling stock – locomotive
and waggons, and on the traction as well.
After drawing the DRSF-diagrams look so:
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Figure 29: Diagrams of the relative summary forces (DRSF)
We use 2 scales by drawing of the DRSF-diagrams:
- 1 scale for the abscissa, where two things are map: the relative summary forces and the
slopes; we map the positive values → left, and the negative values → right.
 r  f  w means accelerative movement, and  r  f  w means decelerative movement;
+i means movement on acclivities, and -i means movement on declivities.
- On the ordinate we map the speed, using the second scale.
Usually the scales are:
for r: 1dN/t≡6mm, for i: 1‰≡6mm, for V: 1km/h≡1mm.

7.2.

Properties of the DRSF:

7.2.1. The diagrams (DRSF) show us the relative summary force for each
moment of the train movement.


One moment of the train movement is given on the diagrams with one point in the field
between diagram 1 for tractive regime and diagram 3 for braking regime.



One point on the diagram 1 means a motion with a tractive regime.



One point on diagram 2 means a motion with a mechanical regime.



One point on diagram 3 means a motion with a braking regime.



One point between diagrams 1 and 2 means a motion with a partial-tractive regime.



One point between diagrams 2 and 3 means a motion with a partial-braking regime.



Points outside this field are impossible like moments of the movements.

Figure 30: Relative summary forces in different moments of the train movement
Each moment of the train movement is determined by speed V, slope i and regime!
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Examples:
Point A:
- a motion of a train with a speed V=69.5km/h,
- in a slope i=0‰,
- with a tractive regime:
rt  14 dN (look at the figure 30)
t





Point B:
- a motion of a train with a speed V=40km/h,
- in a slope i=10‰,
- with a tractive regime:
rt  f  wb  ws ;
f  wb  16 dN
t  r  16  10  6 dN
t
t
ws  10 dN
t













Point C:
- a motion of a train with a speed V=30km/h,
- in a slope i=-1‰ (declivity),
- with a mechanical regime:
rm   wm  ws ;
wm  2.2 dN
t  r  2.2   1  1.2 dN
m
t
ws  1 dN
t













Point D:
The train motion here is impossible, because it would have been a supertraction; D is out of
the field, closed between the diagrams 1 and 3.
Point E:
The train motion is impossible here, because it would have been a superbraking.
Point F:
- a motion with a speed V=40km/h,
- in a slope i=-2‰ (declivity),
- with a tractive regime:
rt  f  wb  ws ;
f  wb  16 dN
t  r  16   2   18 dN
t
t
ws  2 dN
t













7.2.2. Second property of the DRSF:
The diagrams give us the so called equilibrium speed, Ve=const, for each slope. This is the speed
by which (for each slope) the summary force for tractive regime (or for partial-tractive regime)
→ Rt  F  W  0 .
In such case F=W, and V=Ve=const. Each slope has value of an equilibrium speed Ve of its own.
The steepest slope which has such an equilibrium speed (for one railway line) is called the decisive
slope id, and its equilibrium speed Ve is called the decisive speed Ve=Vd.
Both values id and Vd are referred to a locomotive, which has a given power N[kW]. For another
locomotive (with another power) id and Vd have different values.
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Each locomotive could be able to pull out a train having a given weight Q, which depends on the
values of id and Vd.
/A decisive slope id is the steepest slope on such a continuous acclivity (upslope), on which a
train having a given weight Q can be pulled out by one locomotive, and – if the upslope is long
enough – the train could reach a constant expedient speed, called a decisive speed Vd./
Please look at DRSF –figure 30:
- The equilibrium speed Ve for a slope i=14‰ is Ve=69.5 km/h.
- For slopes from i=7‰ till i=-3.5‰, the equilibrium speed is Ve=80km/h (because in this
sloprange the train movement is realized with a partial-tractive regime).
- For the slope i=id=14‰ Ve=Vd=69.5km/h
7.2.3. Third property of the DRSF:
With the help of the diagrams DRSF it can be determined →what the character of the motion will
be (accelerative or decelerative), when the moving train is passing from one profile section to
another (from one gradient of the slope i1 to another i2).

Figure 31: Diagram of the speed in function of the path
The train starts its moving from the station A and gradually increases its speed (it accelerates). At
the end of the station it passes from 0‰ to 6‰ (uphill). To see how will the train movement go on
(accelerative or decelerative), we have to compare the speed reached at the moment of passing
to the next slope with the equilibrium speed of this slope. If it is higher than the speed reached
at the moment, the train will continue accelerating itself. And if the equilibrium speed of the
next slope gradient is lower than the reached speed by that moment, the train will continue its
motion deceleratively (decreasing its speed).
At the end of the station A the speed is V=48km/h; the equilibrium speed for the next slope (6‰)
is Ve(6‰)=80km/h; 80>48→so, the train will continue its motion accelerating itself (increasing its
speed).
At the end of the section with a slope of 6‰ (point M) the speed of the train is V=76 km/h. To see
how will the train change its speed after that (passing into section with a slope of i=14‰), we
have to find the equilibrium speed for i=14‰. It is Ve(14‰)=69.5km/h; 69.5<76, so the train will
continue its motion decelerating itself (or decreasing its speed).
And at the end, to see how useful the DRSF-diagrams are, let us determine the kind of the regime
for the movement of the train with different speeds:
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As a principle the train has to run with the maximum possible speed, because in such case the
movement is the most efficient and economical. When the speed is increased from 0 till 80=Vmax
for that case, usually this is achieved by a tractive regime.
After point M the speed goes down by a tractive regime, because for i=14‰ (uphill) the
equilibrium speed is Ve=69.5 km/h. After reaching this speed the train continues running with this
constant speed Ve =69.5=const till the end of this section with a tractive regime.
The part of the diagram with V=80= const is corresponding to partial-tractive regime, because
V=80 km/h is reached before the end of the section with slope i=6‰, and → if we look on DRSFdiagrams drawing, the point with speed V=80km/h is between the diagrams 1 and 2 for the tractive
and mechanical regimes.

8. Equation for the train motion (ETM) – derivation and
physical meaning.
To derivate the equation for the train motion (ETM) we start from the second Newton’s low (or
the second Newton’s principle): Force=mass x acceleration
F  ma  R  M corr

dv
dt

(8.1)

For us the Force is the full summary force R for one of the base regimes: tractive, mechanical or
braking regime:
Rt  F  W ,dN ;
Rm  Wm ,dN ;
Rb  Wm  B ,dN 

(8.2)

α=0.5 for regulating the speed; α=1.0 for preventing an accident
The mass is the so called corrected mass of the train Mcorr, which is a little bit bigger than the
physical mass M, because of the turning wheels.

M corr  M 1   

(8.3)

γ=(0.04÷0.08), according to the loading extent. At an average γ≈0.06.
The acceleration a for the running train is a 
So as a 

F
R
, we may write: dv  R 
(acc. 8.1 and 8.3)
m
dt M corr M 1   

R  in dN 
1000P  Q 

M 

dv
;
dt

g

(8.4)

,dN 

g is acceleration of gravity

dv
R
R
g
dv
,


   r;
 r
dt M 1    P  Q 10001   
dt
 

r

where:
r is the relative summary force, dN t



(8.5)



 is a coefficient.
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The main equation for the train motion, indicated for short with ETM is:
dv
 r , and respectively:
dt

(8.6)
dv
 rt    f  w
dt

-

For tractive regime →

-

For mechanical regime →

-

For braking regime →

(8.7)

dv
 rm  wm
dt

(8.8)

dv
 rb   wm  b 
dt

(8.9)

ζ=?;
 

g
10001   

g  9.81 m

coefficient →

dv

dt

acceleration →

9.81x3600 2
 127000 km
1000
h2

127000
127
120
2
1 km

 120 km

 2 km


2
h

min
h s
60
60 30

 1.06
h


1000 1   



 0.06 

r

relative summary force →

 

s2



(8.10)

 dv 
 dt 
acceleration
[ ]    
[ r ] relative summary force

Physical meaning of ζ:
ζ is the acceleration, caused to the running train
by an unity of the relative summary force, or by r  1 dN t .



ETM is widely used for determining of speed, time, path, forces acting on the running train
and expenses in tractive calculations;



ETM is also used for determining of slopes.
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9. Determination of the decisive slope id and the train weight Q
by an uniform motion, and by using of kinetic energy. Proof
for moving off the train from a sloping line.
-

Determination of the decisive slope id.
Determination of the train mass (weight) Q.
Determination of the train weight Qj by using of kinetic energy.

9.1.

Determination of the decisive slope id

Figure 32: Forces acting on the train in case of uniform motion with V=Vd
A decisive slope id is the biggest (the steepest) slope on such a continuous upslope (climbing), on
which a train having a given weight Q can be pulled out by one locomotive, and – if the upslope is
long enough – the train could reach a constant expedient speed, called a decisive speed Vd.
To determine id we use the ETM (equation for the train motion) for a tractive regime:
dv
dv
 ζrt  ζ  f  w; For V  const 
 ζ  f  w  0
dt
dt

(9.1)

ζ≠0, hence  f  w  0  P  Q   F  W  0

(9.2)

Fd  W  P w I  ws   Q w II  ws 
 b

 b


(9.3)

The full tractive force equals to the full resisting force for a train motion on a straight and sloping
railway track, when the train overcomes the following resisting forces:


Base resistance: w I for the locomotive and w II for the waggons;
b
b



Additional resistance: slope resistance ws for the locomotive and the waggons.

If the slope is:

i  id  ws  id


%o
dN
t





From the tractive characteristic:
the tractive force F for a motion with a speed
V=Vd=const is F=Fd (decisive tractive force)
Figure 33: Tractive characteristic
So the equation 9.3 becomes:
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Fd  W  P w I  id   Q w II  id 
 b

 b


(9.4)

From here:
Fd   Pw I  Qw II
b
b

id 
PQ


 ,  dN   %o
 t 

(9.5)

This parameter id is the most important for the tractive calculations. It depends on the character of
the ground (of the terrain), usually:
- id=(6÷8) ‰ for field (land) railways (in a field terrain);
- id=(8÷15) (16) ‰ for hilly railways;
- id>15(16) ‰ for upland (mountainous) railways.
But id may be also 30/35/ or 40 ‰, if it is economically determined. For example – in metro-lines
(underground, subway), where Q is small and the locomotives are very powerful.
In one and the same terrain and by a given train weight Q1=Q2=Q → if we design 2 variants of a
railway with different values of id →id1 and id2, we shall have 2 railways of a different length:

Figure 34: The length of the railway in respect to the decisive slope
Variant 1: <id →longer railway >constructional expenditures
<operational expenditures
Variant 2: >id →shorter railway <constructional expenditures
>operational expenditures
The designer has to find the optimum, which means to design the exact version (variant) → with
the right id and the optimum length and expenditures for the railway.

9.2.

Determination of the train mass (weight) Q

9.2.1. By an uniform train motion with V = Vd= const  dv  0 
 dt

We used the ETM



dv
I
II
   f  w  0 again: Fd  W  P wb  id   Q wb  id 




dt

Fd  P w I  id 
 b
 ,t 
From here: Q 
II
w  id
b

(9.6)
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9.2.2. Proof for moving off (starting) of the train from a sloping line

Figure 35: Directions of the resistances in climbing before a station
Very often a train is stopped in front of a station (which is in a hump) by a ”red” signal. When the
signal makes “green”, the train has to start moving. At this time it has to overcome two additional
resistances: the starting resistance wst and the slope resistance ws=ist.
wst  3 dN  3%o
t
ws  i  ist ; ws dN  ist %o
t



P  Qst wst



 ist   Fst  Qst 

(9.7)

Fst
 P ,t 
wst  ist

(9.8)

Fst  F for V=0 (from the tractive characteristic of the locomotive)
It has to be received:

Qst  Q (by uniform motion). Otherwise the train will not start moving!

To provide starting of the train from the slope ist by all means, the designer has to ensure the
following (in the longitudinal profile of the railway):

Figure 36: The maximum slope in climbing before a station
(Except these conditions, above mentioned ist must be ≤ 8‰, because it is one of the rules for
designing of the levelete in the longitudinal profile.)


The levelete is the second projection of the railway track in the longitudinal profile.



Track is the longitudinal axis of the railway line, which is a spatial line.
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The first projection of the railway track is its horizontal projection, called a trace or
situation of the railway line. (The drawing with the first projection of the railway track is
also called situation or layout.)

(The drawing with the second projection of the railway track is longitudinal profile.)

9.3.

Determination of the train weight Qj by using of kinetic energy

We determine the decisive slope id and the train weight Q by conditions of an uniform motion
(with the help of the equation for the train motion → ETM).
But sometimes when the longitudinal profile of the railway line contains a succession of
declivities, the train gathers a big quantity of kinetic energy, with the help of which →
a) it can climb then an acclivity of a gradient (steepness) bigger than the decisive slope
id, or
b) with the same power of the locomotive → it can pull out (on the decisive slope id) a train
weight Qj > Q, where Q is determined by the conditions of an uniform motion.

Figure 37: Determination of the train weight Qj by using of kinetic energy
The kinetic energy at the case b is used to pull out via imax = id a heavier train Qj > Q by the same
locomotive, the power of which is calculated according to the conditions of an uniform motion.
To answer the question Qj=? we have to calculate and draw 3 variants of DRSF (with 3 different
values of the train weight: Q1, Q2 and Q3). Then we draw 3 corresponding versions of the speed
diagram: V1(s), V2(s) and V3(s). With the 3 pairs of values (Q1, V1); (Q2, V2) and (Q3, V3) we draw
the function V(Q), from which we read Qj=? for V=Vd, like it is shown at the figure 37.
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10. Construction of a railway in situation. Sorts of horizontal
curves. Radii to be applied, admissible speeds. Tracing of
horizontal curves. Shortcomings of the curves having small
radii.
-

Generalities.
Construction of railway in situation.
Sorts of horizontal curves.
Radii to be applied (in situation).
Tracing of a horizontal curve.
Shortcomings of the curves of small radii.

10.1. Generalities
A track of a railway line is the longitudinal axis of it, which is a spatial line.
The track of a railway is studied by the two main projections of it:
- First projection is the horizontal one, called situation or trace of the railway track.
(The drawing which presents the situation of the railway track is also called situation
or layout). In situation the railway track consists of a number of straights and circular
curves, connected by transition curves.
- Second projection is the vertical projection of the railway track. (The drawing which
presents the second projection of a railway is called longitudinal profile of it). The
second projection of a railway track is a succession of profile sections – each having a
length, and a slope of its own. The profile sections present the so called levelete, which
gives the leveling position of the railway track in longitudinal profile.

Figure 38: Projections of a railway track

10.2. Construction of railway in situation:
Railway track consists of a number of straights and circular curves, connected by transition
curves.
The parameters of these 3 kinds of elements of the trace are:


for straights: length li and azimuth angle γi;



for circular curves: radius Ri and central angle αi;



for transition curves: radius of the circular curve Ri and length of transition curve Ltr
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Figure 39: Elements of the trace

10.3. Sorts of horizontal curves:
10.3.1. Circular (R = const) or transition (R ≠ const)

Figure 40: Circular and transition curves
10.3.2. Simple or compound

Figure 41: Simple and compound curves

10.4. Radii to be applied (in situation)
The range of the radius R (as a magnitude) is usually as following:
Rmin,...............,R
advisable Radv ,..........,Rmax

(10.1)

For BDZ (Bulgarian state railways):
- Rmin = 125m for curves in open track
- Rmin = 190 (300)m for turnouts (in stations)
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-

Ravd = 800m, in order to keep the specific rail-wear in a small limit

Figure 42: Specific side-wear in horizontal curve in function of the radius
-

Rmax=4000m, for railway traffic of normal speeds (V≤140 km/h). Rmax is unlimited by
high-speed traffic.

10.5. Tracing of a horizontal curve

Figure 43: Elements of a horizontal curve
T  Rtg 

2

,m



1
E  R
 1  ,m; Geodetically it is the bissectrice Bm.
 cos 



2
Lc 

R o
180

,m

(10.2)
(10.3)

(10.4)

The main points of a curve (BC, EC and MC) are traced with the help of T and Bm.
Detailed points of a curve are traced by some of the geodetic methods, for example by rectangular
coordinates:
a2
,m
For x  a  y 
(10.5)
2R
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10.6. Shortcomings of the curves of small radii
10.6.1. The small radii limit Vmax by the expression:

 

Vmax  4.6 Rmin , km ,
h

(10.6)

when the superelevation of the outer rail is Hmax=150mm and the unbalanced side acceleration is
as=0.65m/s2.
10.6.2. It is observed a very big side-wear of the rails by curve of small radii
10.6.3. The factor of cohesion ψ (wheel/rail) is diminished by curves of small
radii.
10.6.4. Small radii increase constructional and operational expenditures of
railways – generally because of the extension of the track.


ABCDE  AFE
R1  R2

Figure 44: Extension of the track


The masts for the overhead contact line are situated more densely in a curve of a small radius.



More ballast is needed (as a quantity) for curves of small radii, because of the bigger
superelevation by them.

11. The longitudinal profile of a railway track.
-

Generalities
Rules to know for drawing of the levelete
Elements of a vertical curve

11.1. Generalities
11.1.1. In longitudinal profile the railway track is presented by its levelete (leveling
line). With respect to the levelete the railway line consists of some profile sections,
each having a length li, [m] and a slope si=i [‰] of its own.
In the following example the longitudinal profile consists of 7 profile sections (with respect to the
levelete)

Figure 45: Length and slope of a profile section
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11.1.2. The length l of each profile section is geodetic, which means that it is
measured horizontally, but not along the slope.
The slope i g  tg  h l (geodetic slope); or it may be calculated for 1000m in length, which is
called permillage slope: i 

h
l

1000 ,%o. In tractive calculations we use permillage slopes.

For example: If l =2500m and Δh =7.5m
7.5
i g  tg 
 0.003
2500
7.5
i  1000tg  1000
 3%o
2500
11.1.3. The place where two profile sections with different slopes (different gradients
of slopes) cross each other is called bend in the longitudinal profile.
11.1.4. The magnitude of the bend Δi is the algebraic difference between the values
of the two adjacent slopes, taken in modulus:

i  i1  i2  i2  i1 ,%o

(11.1)

11.1.5. As acclivities the slopes are indicated by positive values: (i>0);
As declivities the slopes are indicated (marked) by negative values: (i<0).
For example:
Magnitudes Δi of the bend №
bend 1: i1  0  2  2  0  2%o
bend 2: i2  2  6  6  2  4%o
bend 3: i3  6   2    2  6  8%o

So it is proved that, to find the magnitude of the
bend Δi by heterodirectional slopes/
respectively by unidirectional slopes, we have
to add/ respectively to subtract the values of
the two adjacent slopes.

11.1.6. Different kinds of combinations of profile sections:


A combination of acclivity and declivity, or acclivity, horizontal and declivity is called a
hump.



A combination of declivity and acclivity, or declivity, horizontal and acclivity is called a
pit.



Combinations of acclivity, horizontal and acclivity, or declivity, horizontal and declivity
are called step-backs.
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Figure 46: Combinations of different profile sections
All these combinations of different profile sections cause different dynamic characteristics by
the train running.
11.1.7. With respect of the levelete the longitudinal profile consists of a number of
profile sections with different lengths and gradients of the slopes.
11.1.8. The main document of each project for a railway line are the situation (the
layout) and the longitudinal profile. The situation is first to design, and the
longitudinal profile is on the second place. The projecting of the longitudinal
profile is made with the help of data → taken from the situation. The data
necessary are the following:


A number of so called “detailed points”, expressing the typical particularities to carry from
the situation to the longitudinal profile.

These detailed points are:
- For all stations and curves of the track:

-

 Beginning of a station (BS)
 End of a station (ES)
 Beginning of the curve (BC)
 End of the curve (EC)
All the cross-points of the trace with the contours
Additional points for the best study of the track



Horizontal distances between the adjacent detailed points



Elevation (heights) of all detailed points

Figure 47: Detailed points (data to carry from the situation to design the longitudinal profile)
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We put the numbers of the detailed
points only on the rough copy of
the situation, to make easy when
we take the data from it before
carrying them from the situation to
the longitudinal profile

Detailed points
Number Heights
Horizontal
Number Heights
Horizontal
of the (elevations) distances
of the (elevations) distances
points
of the points between the points
of the points between the
[m]
points [m]
[m]
points [m]
1(BS)
725.00
9
720.00
2
725.00
360
10
715.00
325
3
725.00
450
11(BC2) 712.00
205
4(ES)
726.00
390
12
710.00
95
5
725.00
295
13
705.00
180
6(BC1) 723.50
160
14
703.00
85
7
722.50
240
15
700.00
75
8(EC1) 722.00
215.31
16(EC2) 698.00
255.48
9
720.00
380
17
695.00
205
Connecting the heights of the detailed points we receive the terrain line.

Figure 48: A part of the longitudinal profile
11.1.9. The longitudinal profile is a drawing, which has 2 parts:


in the lower part are there several lines for calculating of the data and showing of the
characteristics for the track;



in the upper part of the drawing is the representation of the two main lines in the longitudinal
profile → the levelete and the terrain line (the line of the ground level).
11.1.10. For the stage of the technical project – which is now concerned → the
longitudinal profile is made in scales: (or - in measures, M)

MH=1:500, for heights (1cm=5m); ML=1:25000, for lengths (1cm=250m), like for the situation.
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The drawing of the longitudinal profile begins with the carrying the data for the detailed
points from the situation: on the line “Horizontal distances” we map the detailed points by
vertical strips and between them we write the distance from point to point (figure 48).



Then we mark the position of the detailed points in height using the scale MH=1:500.
After that we receive the terrain line connecting the positions of all the detailed points in
height (figure 48).



We choose the level of the profile base having in mind the range of changing heights for all
the detailed points (figure 48).



Before drawing the levelete one has to know by heart all the rules for designing of it.

11.2. Rules to know for drawing of the levelete
To design the levelete (as a succession of profile sections – each having some length and a slope, one
has to know the following rules:
11.2.1. The character of the levelete depends on the character and the steepness of
the ground line.


The steeper is the ground line, the steeper is the levelete line (in a concrete profile section),
but:

Si  id → in a straight (in situation)
Si  id  wc → in a curve (in situation)

(11.2)
(11.3)

Figure 49: The biggest slope of profile section in straight, or in curve in situation
11.2.2. The levelete is never designed only above or only below the ground line
for a long distance. The levelete is designed in such a way, that with the ground
line it forms cuttings and fills.

Figure 50: Position of the levelete
11.2.3. It is good if the levelete is so
designed, that the quantities of the fills and of the
cuttings were more or less equal or alike to each
other. But it is better if the fills and the cuttings
were not only alike, but minimized as a quantity
(Figure 51).
Figure 51
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11.2.4. The minimal length between
two bends of the levelete (the minimal length of
one profile section) is 500m → in order, one train
to cover not more than 2 bends (Figure 52).
(Otherwise, by big magnitudes of the bends in pits
the train could tear itself.)
Figure 52
11.2.5. In fills the length of the profile
section (when the track is crossing a big river)
may be no longer than 1000m (Figure 53).
Figure 53
11.2.6. There are two exceptions from the rule for the length of a profile section by
some specific forms of the ground line: (the rule is l≥500m; and the exceptions are:
l≥400m or l≥200m when the slope is unilateral or bilateral with a gradient/
steepness not less than (2÷3) ‰). The reason for that is for water → to (may) flow.
And these exceptions refer to cases of very sharp terrain forms.

Figure 54: Exceptions from the rule for the length of a profile section
11.2.7. The magnitude of the bend (in designing of the levelete in hilly terrain) must
be not more than 8‰ which is max id 2 .

Figure 55: The magnitude of the bend
11.2.8. It is not allowed to coincide a vertical curve from the longitudinal profile
with a transition curve from the situation.
The bend from the longitudinal profile may fall in a circular curve or in a straight from the
situation, if only the vertical curve and the transition curve have not, or have only one common
point.
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Figure 56: Position of the vertical curve with respect to the situation
11.2.9. A slope of a profile section in front of a station in a hump may be:

ist  id  wst →for an up-grade in a straight (in situation); wst  3 dN  3%o
t

(11.4)

700 dN
i st  id  wst  wc →for an up-grade in a curve (in situation); wc 
t
R

(11.5)

 

(Look at the page 34)
max i

st

 8%o

(11.6)

Figure 57: A slope of a profile section in front of a station in a hump
11.2.10. When it is indifferently for the levelete – to be in a fill, or to be in a cutting,
it is preferable to the track to be in a small fill of a height h≥ (0.7÷0.8) m, which is
the snow height.

11.3. Elements of a vertical curve

Figure 58: Vertical curve
As the vertical angles α1 and α2 are very small angles, it may be accepted that the radius Rv of the
vertical curve is vertical, and the tangent Tv is horizontal.
(The vertical bends in the levelete are rounded by vertical curves of a radius Rv=10000m for main
railway lines I and II category, and Rv=5000m for secondary lines III and IV category. For local
railway lines the radius may also be Rv=2500m.)
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Determination of the elements of vertical curves

Given:
i 1  tg1 ; i 2  tg 2 ;
i  i 1  i 2  i 2  i 1
R

v

 10000 m

It has to be determined:
T , Dv (the length of the arch), h
v
v
Tv  Rv tg

Figure 59 Elements of a vertical curve



(11.7)

2

For a very small angles: tg   tg  1 
2

i

i

2

(11.8)

2

i i

  1   2  1  2  1 2
1000 1000
1000

(11.9)

So Tv  Rv i1 i 2  10000 i  5i
2  1000
2000
Tv  5i ,m

(11.10)
(11.11)

Dv  2Tv ,m
yv 

(11.12)

x2
2 Rv

h v  yv

(11.13)

T 2
hv  v

forx Tv
2 Rv

(11.14)

2
For Δi≤3‰ → there is no vertical curve. There is only hv  Tv

2 Rv

Examples:

imax  8%o , R v  10000 m  T v  5 x8  40 m , Bv 
i  3%o  T v  5 x3  15m , Bv 

40 2
 0.08 m
2 x10000

15 2
 0.01125m
2 x10000

Table 5: Table for the elements of the vertical curves
N

Rv,
[m]

i1 ,
[‰]

i2 ,
[‰]

Δi=i1±i2,
[‰]

Tv=5Δi, Dv=2Tv,
[m]
[m]

hv 

Tv 2
,m
2 Rv

Note

1
2
.
.
.

≤3‰

Without vertical
curve
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12. Waterleading works – distribution, kinds and general
principles for their hydrologic and hydraulic dimensioning.
-

Necessity of waterleading works.
Subdivision of the waterleading works.
Distribution of the transversal waterleading works.
Dimensioning of the waterleading works.

12.1. Necessity of waterleading works
The construction of a railway is in practice a creation of a very long artificial barrier, which disrupts
the natural regime of flowing and leading away of the surface water. And so as nothing and nobody
can oppose to the natural processes, the disruption means, that people must take preventive measures
(activities) for unobstructed leading away of the surface water. Otherwise the safety and the stability
of railways will be seriously in danger.
That is why it is necessary to construct such works – longitudinally to the railway (on the side of the
higher part of the terrain), which are able to catch the flowing water from above downwards on the
slope, to lead it longitudinally and from time to time (rather – from place to place) to let it pass
through the body of the railway to the lower part of the terrain.

12.2. Subdivision of the waterleading works
The waterleading works are divided in 2 groups:


Longitudinal waterleading works:
-



preventive canals
ditches

Transversal waterleading works (cross-works):
-

bridges, which are usually constructed on big rivers and have their upper structure
to the levelete (without any fills on them);
culverts, situated under-fill;
inverted siphon , which are culverts made under cuttings.

We mark cross waterleading works like a signs on a longitudinal profile, as it is given below:

Figure 60: Signs for cross waterleading works
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Figure 61: Cross waterleading works in transversal profile
As a structure the culverts can be:
- open culverts (very rarely)
- pipe culverts
- arch culverts
- rectangular culverts

Figure 62: Culverts as a structure [9], [10], [11]
The pipe and the rectangular culverts are made of prefabricated elements.
The bridges are: steel or reinforced-concrete ones.
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As a structure the reinforced-concrete bridges are: slab bridges, girder bridges, frameworked
bridges, arched bridges and combined bridges (as a structure or →in material).
The longitudinal waterleading works (ditches) can be paneled (faced) or unpanelled (unfaced).

12.3. Distribution of the transversal waterleading works

Figure 63: Location of waterleading works
Waterleading works are located as it follows:


Bridges are provided on big rivers;



Culverts have to be provided on every
-

small river /rivulet
stream
brook /brooklet/ gulch or
a dry valley
in fills by homogeneous terrain are there culverts at about every 300÷400m (or
even less)

12.4. Dimensioning of the waterleading works
a) Hydrologic dimensioning
b) Hydraulic dimensioning


The area from which is gathered the water quantity to pass through one transversal
waterleading work (a bridge, a culvert or an inverted siphon ) is called water-catchment area.
a) The science of Hydrology goes into the questions about flowing and leading away of
surface water, ground water, water-catchment areas and absorption of water in the
ground layers.

So, the determination of the maximum quantity Qmax and of the dimensioning quantity of water
Qd to pass through a waterleading work is called hydrologic dimensioning.
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b) The science of Hydraulics concerns itself with the parameters of water streams and
with the determination of the size (dimensions) of waterleading works.
So, determination of these dimensions is hydraulic dimensioning of waterleading works.
!!! There is a certain difference between dimensioning of big (bridges) and small (culverts)
waterleading works.


Hydraulic dimensioning of a bridge (as a big waterleading work) is made by its span, on
the base of the so called water-reporting data.



Dimensioning of the size (length, height or diameter of the cross-section) for a small
waterleading work (a culvert) is held by water-catchment area:

 3

Qmax  42F , m
sec 


(12.1)

where:
 3

42 → is a flowing-away module (for Bulgaria). 42 is measured in m

2

sec .km 

The magnitude of the flowing – away module (42) depends on the predominant characteristics of the
water – catchment areas: slope, absorption, afforestment, shape and so on.
φ → is a flowing-away factor (coefficient). φ is dimensionless, [-]. φ is also a function
of the length of the water-catchment area, Lw.a.
Table 6: Value of the flowing-away factor
Lw.a.,[km]

1

2

4

8

12

16

φ,[-]*

0.125

0.100

0.075

0.050

0.035

0.025

* It is referred to a hilly terrain!
The length of the water-catchment area Lw.a. is the distance from the most distant point of the watercatchment area to the place of the culvert.

Figure 64: Surface and length of water-catchment area
F → is the surface of the water-catchment area in [km2].
The formula (12.1) gives Qmax with 1% security (guarantee), which means that the maximum water
quantity Qmax may come not more often, than once in a 100-year-period.
That is why the size of the culvert /the inverted syphon is determined not for Qmax, but for Qd → the
designing quantity of flowing water.
Q
 3

For small waterleading works: Qd  max m
(12.2)

sec
1.5 
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For bridges (big waterleading works): Qd 

Qmax
1.25

m 3



sec



(12.3)

Table 7: Table for designing of the waterleading works
N

km

Lw.a,
[m]

φ,
[-]

F,
Qmax, Qd,
Hreal,
2
3
3
[km ] [m /s] [m /s] [m]

Aids – table data
Hmin,
[m]

hnet,
[m]

lnet,
[m]

Kind of the
work

1
2
To facilitate the students we have made up tables of assistance for the hydraulic dimensioning of the
waterleading works. These tables are composed with the help of the main principles (laws) of
Hydraulics:


 3

Darcy’s law: Q  FV , m

sec





Shasy’s law: V  c RI , m sec



(12.4)



(12.5)

where:
F is the area of the water stream, in [m2];
Q is the second water quantity, [m3/sec]
V is the velocity of the water stream, in [m/sec];
R

F
,m is the so called hydraulic radius;
U

U, [m] is the so called wet perimeter of the cross section of the stream;
I, [%] is the hydraulic gradient of the stream;
c is a factor, depending on the facing of the stream bed.


The length of the water – catchment area Lw.a. is taken from the map (situation), in compliance
with the scale.



The value of φ depends on the characteristic of the terrain:
mountainous
hilly
plain (flat)



The water-catchment area F in [km2] is received from the map, in compliance with the scale.



Hreal (or actual) is the difference between the new level mark (or NL, or ELEVATION of the
LEVELETE) and the GROUND LEVEL (GL) at the point of the culvert.

If somewhere H real  H min( necessary ), the corresponding line from the table is marked by a
star (*) and under the table is noted:
“* The culvert at the km ….. has not the necessary fill-height. At the working project it has to be
ensured by changing of the levelete or by replacing of the polygon side to the lower part of the
terrain.”
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Qmax is influenced by the following agents (factors):
-

climatic and meteorological conditions
temperature, (tºC); precipitation
quantity of precipitation (rainfall/ snowfall)
intensity of precipitation
dampness of the air (moisture/ humidity)
gradient of slopes, afforestment and absorption of the terrain
shape of the water-catchment areas
economical activities of people:
artificial lakes
melioration
other land improvement projects

 3

→ this formula is valid only for Bulgaria.
Qmax  42F , m
sec

For other countries the flowing-away module will be different from 42. Its magnitude must be
determined by an activity of the kind of scientific-research work.

13. Kinds of slopes in railways – different meanings and
concepts.
-

Designing slopes.
Restrictive slopes.

13.1. Designing slopes
13.1.1. Real (actual) slope: ireal  i
This is the slope of each profile section from the longitudinal profile. It may be
- positive (+i; i>0) → in acclivities, or
- negative (-i; i<0) → in declivities
The real slope i can be expressed in two ways (manners):
h
- geodetic: i g  tg 
l
-

permilleage: i%o  1000tg  1000

h
,%o
l

(13.1)
(13.2)

Figure 65: Real (actual) slope
For example:

h  4m
l  800 m

→

4
 0.005
800
4
i%o  1000tg  1000
 5%o
800
i g  tg 
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13.1.2. Equivalent (fictitious) slope: iequiv
This is a non-existing slope. It may only be calculated as a magnitude, equal to some relative
additional resistance – curve resistance or starting resistance: iequiv  wc ; or iequiv  wst
For example:

R  700 m

→

wc 

700 700

 1 dN  iequiv  1%o
t
R
700

or
wst  3 dN  iequiv  3%o
t

13.1.3. Combined slope: icomb
icomb  ireal  iequiv

(13.3)

For example:

Figure 66: Value of combined slope
13.1.4. Average slope, iav:
It is used sometimes in tractive calculations to allow the replacement of several profile section by
one only.
The average slope iav is only used to replace unidirectional slopes → several acclivities or several
declivities, but not acclivities and declivities at the same time.
For example:

Figure 67 Average slope
H 16.40

 0.006565
L
2500
H
16.40
iav%o  1000
 1000
 6.565%o
L
2500
iav 
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13.1.4 Harmful or harmless slope:
The slopes in railways are accepted as harmful or harmless (un-harmful), depending on that – if it
is necessary/ or it is not necessary to be used brakes by their passing in declivity. (The harm
consists in necessity to annihilate (by using braking regime) a kinetic energy already gained at
the expense of consuming fuel or electricity.)


The limit between the harmful and the harmless slopes (when the train is moving with a
speed V) is the so called utmost harmless slope iuhs.

Pw I  Qw II
b
b ,%o
iuhs 
PQ

(13.4)

Figure 68: Harmless and harmful slopes
All the gradients, steeper than the utmost harmless slope, are harmful slopes, because they need using
brakes!


AB
R
 ( P  Q )Lwb ,dNm
mech

(13.5)



R BA
 ( P  Q )Lwb ,dNm
mech

(13.6)



R AB
 ( P  Q )Lwb  i ,dNm
mech

(13.7)



R BA
 ( P  Q )Lwb  i ,dNm
mech

(13.8)

Rmech is the mechanical work made by the tractive force F during the time of moving.


When the train is moving on a horizontal track, it is all the same in what direction it moves
(for the mechanical work).
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AB
In case 3 → the train moves upwards → Rmech



BA
In case 4 → the train moves downwards → Rmech

 ( P  Q )Lwb  i 







 ( P  Q )Lwb  i 



 R BA
 2( P  Q )Lwb ,dNm
mech

-

AB
When i=0: Rmech

-

When i≠0: The equation 13.9 is true only until wb≥i. After that, when i becomes bigger
than wb, and if the train moves downwards, it becomes unmanageable
(uncontrolled). This is very dangerous, so the engine-driver goes to a
braking regime, to control the acceleration of the moving train. From
that moment afterwards the slopes are harmful.

(13.9)

13.2. Restrictive slopes
This second group consists also of 5 kinds of slopes. They are also called limitary or limiting slopes.
(But it is only a conditional name.)
The first kind of slope in this group is id (the decisive slope). And the other four slopes are bigger
(steeper) than id.
13.2.1. Decisive slope, id:
A decisive slope is the biggest (steepest) slope of such a continuous acclivity (upslope), on which a
train having a given weight Q can be pulled out by one locomotive, and – if the upslope is long
enough – the train could reach a constant expedient speed, called a decisive speed Vd.
As we know id is determined from the ETM (equation of the train motion, look at pages 30, 31)
Fd   Pw I  Qw II 
b
b   dN 

id 
,
 %o
PQ
 t 

13.2.2. Inertia slope ij: (ij>id)
It is a slope steeper then id, which can be climbed by the locomotive with the help of its power
and the kinetic energy, gained on a succession of declivities. (At the end of this slope the speed
has to be Vj≥Vd.)
(Please look at the page 35)

Figure 69: Inertia slope ij
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13.2.3. Equalizing slope, ieq: ieq>id
It is applicable in such cases of industrial railways, when in one direction the train is completely full,
but in the opposite direction it is empty at all.
(For example, this is the case of a railway between some ore body and ore dressing.)

Figure 70: Equalizing slope, ieq
Qempty
1

Q full
3

So that in both directions the trains are pulled by the same locomotives and because the train weights
in both directions are quite different, in the empty direction the slopes are limited by ieq  id
(Or it may be said, that ieq is the decisive slope for the empty direction.)
Fd  Wempty  P w I  ieq   Qempty  w II
 ieq 
b
b
,
empty




ieq 

Fd  Pw I  Qempty w II
b
b ,empty
P  Qempty

,%o  id

(13.10)

(13.11)

13.2.4. Slope for double traction, idouble:
It is applicable in cases of the so called concentrated acclivities – when at a small part of the length
L respond a very big part of the whole height H in a railway track.
Example:

Figure 71: Slope for double traction, idouble
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We can notice, that with respect to the length the second zone II is the shortest one, but with
respect to the height → it is the biggest part from the whole H=Ʃhi.
In such cases it is not suitable to design the railway with one id, because:
- we would receive very big quantity of fills and cuttings;
- we would change the terrain under cultivation very badly;
- we will need (to buy) very powerful locomotives for a big id.
So in such cases we design the longitudinal profile of the railway in the I and III zones with a
small id, suitable for the ground line in these zones. In the points C and D (which are limiting the
concentrated acclivity) we arrange 2 middle stations and between them we design the
longitudinal profile with a very big decisive slope, suitable for the concentrated acclivity, called
idouble.
From C to D the train is pulled by 2 locomotives. At the station D the second locomotive is
uncoupled, as it is being needless (unnecessary, or useless). Then in the opposite direction the
second locomotive is couple again (in D) – only to move it down to C, to be ready after that for
pulling the train again upwards (as a helping locomotive).
idouble is determined from the ETM (equation of the train motion) for II zone.
2 Fd  W  2 P w I  idouble   Q w II  idouble 
 b

 b


(13.12)

2 Fd  2 Pw I  Qw II
b
b ,%o  i
idouble 
d
2P  Q

(13.13)

13.2.5. Limiting slope, ilim> id
It is only a theoretical meaning for slope, used sometimes in tractive calculations:
The limiting slope ilim is the steepest one, on which the locomotive could pull out only itself (without
any cars).
(13.14)
Fd  W  P w I  ilim 
 b


Fd  Pw I
b ,%o  i
ilim 
d
P

(13.15)
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14. Extension of the track-gauge in the horizontal curves of
small radii.
-

Track-gauge in straights.
Track gauge in a curve.
The extension of a track-gauge.

14.1. Track-gauge in straights

Figure 72: Track-gauge in straight
q = (1410 ÷ 1425) mm is a constructional distance between the outer edges of both flanges
for the wheel-set.
g0=1434mm is the theoretical normal track-gauge.
gI is the real track-gauge.
  is admissible allowance (tolerance, or margin) for maintenance of the track.
For speed V=100km/h→    4 mm
 13mm
δ is the difference between the track gauge gI and q; δ doesn’t allow a big friction of the
rails and wheels, neither a big wear and resistance between them.
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Both wheels have the same size, but in a curve they have to run different ways (in length).
To allow this the wheels have conic treads, not cylindrical.

In a straight:

 min  g min  qmax  1435  4   1425  6 mm
 max  g max  qmin  1435  13  1410  38 mm

(14.1)

 average  20 mm

(14.2)

14.2. Track gauge in a curve
In curves is in existence a centrifugal force Z. Its magnitude is:
Z 

MV 2
QV 2

R
gR

(14.3)

where:
M 

Q is mass of the train
g

Q is the weight (the gravity force) of the train
V is the speed
R is the radius of the curve.
g is gravity acceleration
The centrifugal force Z causes a big friction between the wheels and the rails (also → a big wear of
wheels and rails and additional resistance in curves → wc). These unfavorable effects are as
bigger, as smaller is the radius of the curve.
That is why to curve of small radii is given an extension of the track-gauge, marked by e, in [mm].
In Bulgaria, an extension of the track-gauge is given when the radius of the curve is smaller than
300m:
Table 8: Extension of the track-gauge
R, [m]

300>R≥250

250>R≥180

180>R≥150

150>R≥125

e, [mm]

5

10

15

20

(For Germany → R>350m, for Russia →R>400m.)


The extension is given to the inner rail, in 2 manners:
-

gradually (in railways on timber sleepers);
stepped (stepwise) → in railways on concrete/steel sleepers.

14.3. The extension of a track-gauge
14.3.1. The extension if the track-gauge is given at the transition curves:


Gradually

R
R L
l1
 c  l1  c tr
Ltr 300
300

(14.4)

e=f(Rc), according to the table 8.
The gradual extension begins to be given from the place where R=300m.
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Figure 73: Gradual extension of the track gauge


Stepped (stepwise)

Figure 74: Stepped extension of the track gauge
The radius of the circular curve Rc may fall into each of the four zones (with e=5/10/15/20mm).
l1 

Rc
Ltr →At this length e=0mm
300

(14.5)

l2 

Rc
Ltr  l1→At this length e=5mm
250

(14.6)

l3 

Rc
Ltr  l1  l2 →At this length e=10mm
180

(14.7)
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l4 

Rc
Ltr  l1  l2 l 3 →At this length e=15mm
150

(14.8)

l5 

Rc
Ltr  l1  l2 l 3 l4 →At this length e=20mm
125

(14.9)

14.3.2. By less responsible cases of tracks with a very low speed very often there is
no transition curves. In such cases the extension of the track-gauge is given at the
straight before the circular curve:


Case a) →If the straight has an adequate (sufficient) length, the extension is given in it with
an intensity of 1:1000, which means: 1mm at 1m length.



Case b) →If the length of the straight is insufficient, the extension continues increasing with
the same intensity (1:1000) at the circular curve, until it reaches the needed value.



Case c) →By complex (compound) unidirectional curves without an intermediate transition
curve, the extension is given at the curve of the bigger radius.



Case d) →By complex unidirectional curves with an intermediate transition curve, the
extension is given in its length.

Figure 76: Place of extension of the track-gauge

15. Cant (Superelevation). Cant by simple curves.
-

Introduction
Determination of the cant H from the condition for an equal load of the two rails
Transition of the cant by simple curves

15.1. Introduction


When in a curve the two rails are on one and the same level, several disadvantages of the
movement are in existence → because of the centrifugal force Z, acting in the curve:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A strong push in a cross direction, out of the curve.
A big friction between the rails and the wheels.
A big wear of the wheels and the rails.
A big value of the base resistance.
Different load (different reactions) and different settlement of
the two rails.
6. Getting worse of the comfort for the passengers during the
travelling.


The reason for these unfavorable effects is the existence of the centrifugal force
MV 2 QV 2
(15.1)
Z

R
gR

It is an objective phenomenon and it cannot be removed (completely). The centrifugal force can
only be partially reduced by creating of a centripetal force in some way. This may be realized by
raising (elevating) of the outer rail above the inner one on a height H, called cant or
superelevation.

15.2. Determination of the cant H from the condition for an equal
load of the two rails
For the balance of the forces in a plain (Figure 77) we have 3
conditions:

 H  0 , V  0 ,  M  0

(15.2)

H 0  Z  H

(15.3)
Z is centrifugal force, H is a reaction of the outer rail to Z

V  0  Q  Qout  Qinn
 M A  0 : Qout S  Q
Qout 

Q Za

2
S

 M B  0 : QinnS  Q

Figure 77: Forces in a cross plain

Qinn 

S
 Za 
2

Q Za

2
S

(15.4)
(15.5)
(15.6)

S
 Za 
2

(15.7)
(15.8)

A and B are the supporting points of the wheels on the rails.
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15.2.1. How big has to be the superelevation (the cant) H from the condition
for an equal load of the two rails?
 M O  0 (Figure 78)
Qout

S
S
 Qinn  aZ cos   aQ sin  0
2
2

S

Qout  Qinn 



2

0

(15.9)

 Z cos   Q sin  a


 
0
0

(15.10)

So that a≠0, for Qout  Qinn   0
it must be true, that:
Z cos   Q sin  0

Figure 78
But: α is a very small angle, for which:

Except this: Z 

(15.11)

cos   1, and
H
sin 
S

(15.12)

MV 2
, and Q  Mg
R

(15.13)

g is the acceleration of gravity; So we can write equation 15.11 in a way:
MV 2
H
1  Mg
0
R
S

(15.14)



 2

V
H

0
M

g

R
S 

 0 



0!

(15.15)

V2
H
SV 2
g
0 H 
R
S
gR

H 

(15.16)

SV 2
gR

(15.17)

H is the so called theoretical cant (theoretical superelevation).
If

H 

V

S

g

km/h

1500mm

127000 km

1500V 2
V2
 11.8
,mm
R
127000 R
1000

R
h2

, we receive:

m
 km
1000

(15.18)

Or, the theoretical cant (when all trains have one and the same speed), calculated from the
condition for an equal load of the two rails, is:
H  11.8

V2
,mm
R

(15.19)
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This formula applied only for the railways in metro (underground). For a mixed traffic, when
different categories of trains have different weights Qi and speeds Vi of their own, we may
calculate an average speed Vav for all of them, to put this average speed in the formula (15.19) of
the theoretical cant and then we receive:
Vav 

H 

2
 ni QiVi
 ni Qi

 0.8Vmax  From here:

(15.20)

2
8Vmax
,mm
R

(15.21)

Formula (15.21) is the formula of the so called practical cant.
Formula (15.21) gives inexact results, because the speed of each category (trains) differs from Vav.
So, the trains having a speed Vi>Vav, will have a shortage (a lack) of cant; The trains with a
2

8V
speed Vi<Vav will have an excess of cant; And the practical cant H  max R will only be needed

(the necessary one) for the trains having a speed Vi=Vav.
15.2.2. Determination of the cant for providing a definite comfort for
passengers:
The comfort is considered here with a view to the cross acceleration (acceleration in the cross
direction).
It is accepted that people feel the acceleration not less than 0.4m/s2, and they feel discomfort by
an acceleration of 1m/s2. That is why it is in existence a norm for an admissible unbalanced cross
acceleration of 0.65m/s2. Above this admissible (permissible) value – because of the not qualitative
maintenance and repair works the unbalanced cross acceleration usually reaches 1m/s2. (The word
“unbalanced” for cross acceleration means the difference between the outer and the inner cross
acceleration).
Let’s see the status of 1 passenger in a train (Figure 79):
He has:
 mass m
 weight q  mg
The centrifugal force acting on the passenger is
mV 2
z
R
Figure 79: Forces acting on one person
By superelevation H the passenger will experience centripetal force, too. If we look at the
projections of these forces on the plain parallel to the plain “atp” (“above touching plane”) for the
two rails, we shall receive:
Rres   z cos   q sin 
V 2
mV 2
H
H 
Rres  
 mg
  m
g
 R
R
S
S 



(15.22)
(15.23)

Rres is the resultant of the two contrary forces.
The signs  can be omitted. They only mean, that either of both forces z.cosα and q.sinα could be
more or less than the other.
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So,

V 2
H 

R  m
g

 
S 
force massR

 

acceleration

V2
is the centrifugal (outer) acceleration
R
H
is the centripetal (inner) acceleration, caused by
S
the cant H
(15.24)
g

V 2
H 

g
 au  0.65 m
 R
S 
s2



au – unbalanced cross acceleration
From this expression (15.24) are derived:


Vmax=? (for Hmax=150mm)



Hmin=?
2   a  g H max  R
Vmax
 u

S 


Vmax 

au  g

H max
S

R 

0.65  9.81

 

(15.25)
150
1500

 s

R  1.28 R , m

(15.26)

Vmax  3
.
6
 1
.
28 R  4.6 R , km

h
 4.6

(15.27)

Vmax  4.6 R , km
h

(15.28)

 

-

H min 

S V2 S
 au
g R
g

(15.29)

2
2
11.8Vmax
11.8Vmax
1500
H min 

 0.65 
 100 ,mm
R
9.81
R


100 mm
H min 

2
11.8Vmax
 100 ,mm
R

In general:

H min  20 mm
H max  150 mm

(15.30)

(15.31)
for normal speed and normal track gauge

15.3. Transition of the cant by simple curves:

Figure 80: Transition of the cant by simple curve
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BC – beginning of circular curve; EC – end of circular curve
BTC – beginning of transition curve (ρ=∞); ETC – end of transition curve (ρ=R)
R – Radius of the circular curve
tg 

(15.32)

1
H

k
Ltr H 

Ltr   kH
H

(15.33)
2
8Vmax
,mm (for mixed traffic)
R

Practical cant:

H 

Theoretical cant:

H  11.8

V2
,mm (for trains of only one category)
R

k  400 , for V  40 km

h
k  10Vmax , for V  40 km

(15.34)
h

(15.35)

16. Transition curves – necessity, calculation and application.
Properties of the transition curves.
-

Purpose (necessity) of transition curves.
Derivation.
Properties of the transition curve

16.1. Purpose (necessity) of transition curves:


For graceful transition of the radius ρ from ∞ (at the BTC) till R (at the ETC)



For transition of the extension e of the track-gauge (for curves of small radii)



For transition of the cant (superelevation) H for the outer rail along the transition curve.

1 h
 is the gradient for the transition of the cant
k
x
x  kh  k

k

SV 2
g

SV 2
C
Cx
g


(16.1)
(16.2)
(16.3)

The parameter C=const for a movement with a speed, which is given (known) beforehand (in
advance).
x
1
(16.4)

C



Equation 16.4 is the so called parametrical equation of the transition curve
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Figure 81: Schema of the transition curve

16.2. Derivation
The mathematical curve which suits this parametrical equation is the clothoid.
The equation of the clothoid in a rectangular – coordinate – system is however very complicated:






x3 
2 x2
285 x 4
y
1

 ........

6C 
35 C
237000 C 2




0


It is ifinite run



(16.5)

Figure 82: Clothoid in a
rectangular-coordinate-system
It is remaining the essential (the important) part of this equation, which is an expression of a
x3
cubic parabola: y 
(16.6)
6C
It expresses the flat part of the clothoid, for which is the true that ds  dx . Only this part of the
clothoid is suitable for a transition curve.
1 d y
In (16.4) 1 is curvature. Curvature is tthe second derivation of a function→  2 .
 dx 2
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x d2 y

C dx 2
yI 

(16.7)

for x  0
dy x 2
→C1=0

 C1 I
y 0
dx 2C

(16.8)

for x  0 -This means a horizontal tangent of the curve
yI  0
y

x3
 C2 for x  0 →C2=0
y 0
6C

(16.9)

For x  Ltr ,   R ; so from the parametrical equation of the transition curve it is received:
x
1
L
1


 , or C  L  R ; and so it is:
C

C
R

(16.10)

x3
→ Equation of the transition curve.
6 RL

(16.11)

y

16.3. Properties of the transition curve
16.3.1. The tangent to each point of the transition curve divides the abscissa of
the point in a ratio 2:1, considered from the beginning of the coordinate
system.
tg 

y
 yI
n

n

y
yI

y

x3
x2
; yI 
6 RL
2 RL

(16.12)
(16.13)

(16.14)

Figure 83
n

x3

x
6 RL  x ; n 
3
3
x2
2 RL

(16.15)

16.3.2. The transition curve divides itself into halves at the main points of the curve
(BC and EC)
(Please look at the figure 81, page 68)
d
tg 
L3
L3
L2
d  y  for ETC  

6 RL 6 R
tg 

L2 6 R
L

L 3
2R

(16.16)

(16.17)
(16.18)
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From ΔOEF: EF  CB  R sin   Rtg  R
CB 

L
L

2R 2

L
L
, So by analogy: AB  CB 
2
2

(16.19)
(16.20)

16.3.3. Determination of the displacement f
From ΔOEF:

R   2   L 

2

2

 R2

(16.21)

2
2
2  L  R 2  L  2 R
R 2  2 R  
4
4
0

 

(16.22)

L2
8R

(16.23)

But f  d   
f 

L2
L2

, which means:
6 R 8R

(16.24)

L2
24 R

(16.25)
16.3.4. Length of the transition curve (along the abscissa)

Ltr  Ltr   kH
H

(16.26)

16.3.5. Real length of the transition curve
L0  Ltr 

L3

(16.27)

40 R 2

16.3.6. When/where does the designer (of railways) give transition curves?


Case 1: Transition curves are given to all curves, having superelevation H



V
Case2: Transition curves are given to all curves without superelevation, if R  max



Case3: Transition curves are given to all unilateral complicated curves, if

2

9

V2
R1R2
 max
R1  R2
4

(16.28)

R1 and R2 are given on figure 84
Figure 84
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17. Minimal turning angle (of the polygon in situation).
Turning angle of a polygon – it is the angle between two adjacent polygonal sides.

Figure 85: Polygon of a trace
As it may be noticed, the turning angle α is equal to the central angle of the curve, which makes
round the corresponding apex (or peak) of the polygon.
When we speak about minimal angle of a polygon α or – it is all the same – about minimal central
angle α of a horizontal curve, it refers to the length of the curve D, which depends on this angle
α:
R o R gr
D

(17.1)
180
200
-

Sometimes α is very small.

-

Sometimes R is not big enough.

In these cases D is rather small, too.
But so that D is further more diminished in the two sides (because of the transition curves), we have
to ensure that after diminishing it will remain enough length as a real circular curve.

Figure 86: Necessary length of the real circular curve
Ltr
L
 Lcircular  tr  Ltr  Lcircular
2
2
R o( gr )
D  Ltr  Lcircular 
180( 200 )
D

(17.2)
(17.3)

D  Ltr  Lcircular 

R o
,m
57.3

(17.4)

D  Ltr  Lcircular 

R gr
,m
63.7

(17.5)



Case 1→R is given are small radius; then:

min 

57.3
Ltr  Lcircular 
R

(17.6)
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For example:



2
8Vmax
Ltr  kH ; H 
R
Vmax
V

 57.3
min Lcircular 
; min   kH  max 
,
2
2  R


Case 2→α is given very small angle

(17.7)
Ltr  Lcircular ,m

This case is more complicated, because Ltr depends on the radius R, by H. So the case 2 is resolved
by attempts of approach until minR is found.
min R 

57.3

18. Purpose, general arrangement and distribution of railway
stations. Different kinds of railway stations. Conditions for
station platforms to respond to – in situation and in
longitudinal profile.
-

Purpose of the railway stations.
Different specific operations are made in railway stations, depending on the kind of the
station.
Distribution of railway stations on railways.
Different kinds of railway stations.
General arrangement of a railway station.
Conditions for construction of station platforms (in situation and in longitudinal
profile).

18.1. Purpose of the railway stations


Railway stations are operational points (complexes), at which railways meet their
customers→passengers and load senders.



Railway stations divide railway to interstational distances. (Railway operation is based on
this subdivision).

Figure 87: Subdivision of a railway track


The suitable distribution of railway stations is a condition for increasing of the track
capacity, measured in  pairs of trains  for railways.
 in a day 



18.2. Different specific operations are made in railway stations,
depending on the kind of the station.
These operations are connected with:
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service of passengers



service of passenger trains



service of goods trains



loading and unloading of cars/ waggons



marshaling and marshaling-out of trains



meeting and outrunning of trains



technical and trading operations/ activities



and so on …

18.3. Distribution of railway stations on railways
Usually railway stations are situated near the towns, big factories and enterprises. But distances
between the stations have to be more or less equal with regard to the track capacity.
Track capacity is the maximum number of the train pairs in a day for one railway line. (In other
words – track capacity is the daily maximum density of trains for a railway line.)
Track capacity is noted by Nmax.
1440
N max 
T period

(18.1)

1440  24  60 →minutes in a day
T period   b  t ab  tba
a

(18.2)

 a and  b → times for stop (stay) of the train
in stations A and B
t ab and tba → time for running of the train

between stations A and B/ B and A.
Figure 88: A part of a graphical timetable

T period is the time of one pair of trains.

A and B are the stations confining the longest interstational distance (as a time for running of pair
of trains).
The railway operation is realized “on an interstational distance”.


At a moment, only one train may run on an interstational distance in case of a single-line
railway, from station A to station B, or from B to A.



In case of a double-line railway two trains are at a moment in one and the same
interstational distance: one train directed from A to B and the other – from B to A. So,
doubled lines increase track capacity of railways.

18.4. Different kinds of railway stations


Passenger stations (which serve only passenger traffic)



Goods stations (they serve only goods traffic)



Station for mixed traffic (passenger and goods)
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Intermediate stations: usually they are constructed not for serving of passengers or goods,
but for increasing of track capacity. They divide in two some very long interstational
distance to make almost equal Tperiod for (almost) all interstational distances.



Traction stations (called also locomotive stations): they are stations for mixed traffic, where
many other different operations are made:
- composing trains
- loading and unloading operations
- serving/repairing locomotives and waggons
- and so on …



Marshaling stations – in them only composing (marshaling) and marshaling-out of trains is
made.



Industrial stations – usually they are situated near big industrial complexes to serve their
needs.



Technical stations: they serve special carriages and other passenger waggons – dining cars,
sleeping cars and other. Special passenger waggons are washed and supplied there with linen,
food, drinks.



Harbor stations – situated near harbors, for serving their needs



Terminus – stations – in them 2/3/ or more kinds of transport are combined: water-, aerial
and earth transport. Harbor stations are also terminus-stations in this sense, because they
combine water-, road- and railway transport.

18.5. General arrangement of a railway station

Figure 89: General arrangement of a railway station
1 – station building
2 – trackage (track system, track arrangement)
3 – structures and works, depending on the kind and the purpose of the stations
4 – SCB-devices (signaling- and centralizing-block system/ devices)
SCB-devices include:

 turnouts
 signals and
 block-automation

-

Turnouts (leads) (switches and crossings) are equipment/works/structures, that allow
a train to cross over from one track to another.
- Signals are apparatuses (or devices) intended to warn, to command or to give a
message (usually with coloured lights near the track) to direct train drivers entering the
station.
- The block-automation sets the turnouts and the signals in a reciprocal synonymous
correspondence.
(Automation in general is the act or practice of using machines that need little or no human control,
especially in place of workers.)
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Railway signals may be:
- mechanical (old version)
- electrical (coloured lights)

Figure 90: Electrical railway signals
The warning signal shows to the train driver what command is showed on the main entrance
signal.
The main entrance signal shows how the train is accepted in the station: on the main track
(running track) or on a deviation; directly (non – stop) or with stopping.

18.6. Conditions for construction of station platforms (in situation
and in longitudinal profile)


Railway stations must be constructed:
a) →in a straight railway section (in plan);
b) →in a horizontal section (in longitudinal profile)
a) Railway stations are situated in a straight:

 for a visibility
 to allow straight turnouts for use

! As an exception:
Railway stations may be situated in curves, too, but if R≥600m and if only
the turnouts are out of the curve.

Figure 91: Railway stations in situation
b) Railway stations are constructed on a horizontal platforms for not allowing single cars
to start by themselves (under action of the slope resistance).
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! As an exception:
Station platform may be constructed also with a small gradient of the slope
if it is less than the equivalent (fictitious) slope, which equals to the resistance of the
bearings (roller bearings, ball-bearings).
(18.3)
istation  iequiv  wbearing
wbearing  0.0015 dN  1.5%o → for roller bearings
t

wbearing  0.0025 dN  2.5%o → for frictional bearings
t

19. Railway turnouts – structure and geometry. Scheme of a
turnout. Kinds of switches and crossings.
-

Structure of a turnout.
Switch (turnout) geometry.
Kinds of switches.

Railway turnout is a specific structure, the purpose of which is to allow a train to cross over from
one track to another (in railway stations).
There are several other words except “turnout” which have the same meaning (synonyms):
- railway point
- railway lead (simple lead)
- railway switch (switches and crossings) (switch is the most used meaning)

19.1. Structure of a turnout

Figure 92: Simple lead [12]
The simplest turnout (called simple lead, or simple switch) has the following schema
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Figure 93: Switch plan of the running edges
BS – beginning of switch
ES – end of switch

C – geometrical center of the switch
M – mathematical center of the switch

The structure of the turnout (switch structure) consists of several parts:
I – Switch-part (Tongue-part)

1. stock rails
- 2num (straight + arched)
2. switch rails (tongue - 2num (arched + straight)
rails)
3. stretcher bar/ switch
rail bender/ switch drive

II – Middle part (Closure part) 4. straight middle rails
5. arched middle rails

- 2num (straight closure rails)
- 2num (arched closure rails)

III – Crossing part

- 1 in number
- 2 in number

common
(acute)
crossing
8. applied rails (running - 2 in number (straight and arched)
rails)
9. check rails (guard rails)
- (straight and arched)
The purpose of these
short rails is – not to
allow derailment of the
wheel-set.
6. switch heart (frog)
7. wing rails

IV – Fender of sleepers (on which all rail-elements are nailed)
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It is clear that the structure of the simple lead (switch/ turnout) is quite complicated. That is why
switches are drawn on site plans of stations with their schemes, but not with all their running
edges in situation.
A scheme of a switch is formed by the axis of the straight track plus the tangent to the axis of the
arched track at the point ES

Figure 94: A scheme of a switch

19.2. Switch (turnout) geometry
The geometrical parameters of the switch are:
- turning angle α
- turning radius R
But:
α is a very small angle (for example 5° 12I 35II). That is why switches are noted by tgα=1:n and R.
For example:

1:9 – 300 (1: n – R) →n=6÷36
1:12 – 500
1:7 – 190 (180)

The ratio 1:n is called mark of the switch.
So, the switches are expressed geometrically by:

the mark 1:n
the radius R

→ n=6÷36
→ Rmin=190m (180m)

Switches are separated from the adjacent parts of the track by joints.

19.3. Kinds of switches
1. simple and complicated switches
2. right – hand and left – hand switches
3. straight and arched switches
4. single and double (double – branch or three – way) switches
5. similar flexure and contrary – flexure – switches
6. symmetrical and unsymmetrical switches
7. single slip and double slip switches (called English ones too)
Complicated switches are:


arched switches



double (double – branch) switches



slip switches (single slip and double slip)
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Figure 95:
Straight switches have one straight line at least.
Arched switches have no straight lines.
Right – hand switches have their turning line to the right.
Left – hand switches have their turning line to the left.
Single switches have one geometrical center C and two branches to the end.
Double (double – branch-) switches have two geometrical centers C1 and C2 and three branches
to the end.
Arched switches and double – switches may be of similar flexure or of contrary flexure.

Single switches

Slip switches have their points C (geometrical center) and closure rails entirely within the crossing.
Simple switches:
They are straight and
unsymmetrical ones.

Left -hand

Arched switches

Similar
flexure

Right - hand

Contrary
flexure

It may be:
 Symmetrical
1   2   2
 Unsymmetrical
1   2

Simple switches and arched switches are single switches, because they have 1 geometrical center and
only 1 branch except the main line to the end.
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Double (double – branch) switches

Double – branch left/right

Double – branch right/left

Double – branch left/left

Double – branch right/right

Double – branch symmetrical

Double (double – branch) switches have 2 points C1 and C2 (2 geometrical centres) and 2 branches
(except the straight) to the end.

Slip switches

Single slip switch

Double slip switch

Figure 96: Double – branch symmetrical switch plan of the running edges
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Figure 97: Double – branch switch [13]

Figure 98: Double slip switch plan of the running edges
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Figure 99: Double slip switch [14]
! Fortunately the most widely spread switches in the world are the simple switches – about
(85÷90) %, and only (10÷15) % are the complicated switches →arched, double-branched and slip
ones.

20. Crossovers. Track groups (parks). Switching routes (streets
of points).
-

Crossovers.
Track groups (track parks, or group of tracks).
Switching routes (streets of points).

20.1. Crossovers
Crossovers are structures, connecting adjacent railway tracks in a railway station.
All kinds of crossovers find place in the block-scheme below:
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Figure 100: Kinds of crossovers
a) A single crossover is a pair of switches (and a short straight between them), that connects
two parallel (or unparallel) railway tracks, allowing a train on one track to cross over to the
other.
In case of parallel tracks connected, both switches have the same geometry.
In case of unparallel tracks the two switches may have different geometry and between them is a
curved part of track.
a1) Single unshortened crossover, used by normal track distances. It is also called
“simple “es”, or “normal “es”.

Figure 101: Scheme of a simple “es”
l  2a 

s
tg

(20.1)

tg  1 : n

(20.2)

l  2a  s  n

(20.3)

a2) Shortened single crossover, which is used by larger track distances. It is also
called “shortened “es”.

Figure 102: Scheme of a shortened “es”
It consists of a pair of switches and two contrary-flexure-curves, to save length.
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b) Double crossovers:
b1) When 2 single crossovers are placed in opposite directions one after another, the
four-switch configuration is called a double-crossover. Between both single crossovers there
is a straight f. So, this is a very long crossover.

Figure 103: Two single crossovers placed in opposite directions
l  4a  f  2s  n

(20.4)

b2) To save length both single crossovers can overlap in the shape of the letter “X”
and it becomes a doubled crossover, termed scissors crossover or diamond crossover. It may
only be unshortened, which means that it can be used only by normal track distances.

Figure 104: Scheme of a scissors (diamond) crossover
l  2a  s  n

(20.5)

The scissors (diamond) crossover consists of 4 switches (simple turnouts) and 1 level junction. The
level junction consists of 2 common (acute) crossings and 2 obtuse (diamond) crossings.
The plan of the running edges for the level junction is:

Figure 105: The plan of the running edges for the level junction
The scheme of the level junction is→

And it is sometime mistaken with the
scheme of the double slip-switch, which is→
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Figure 106: Scissors (diamond) crossover [15]
Please, compare figures 99 and 106.
c) Crossover by 2 unparallel tracks:

Figure 107: Crossover by 2 unparallel tracks
It consists of 2 different turnouts (of a different geometry – mark and radius) and a curved
connection. As an exception the turnouts may have the same geometry.

20.2. Track groups (track parks, or group of tracks)
The site plan (the situation) of a railway station comprises all the track groups, named also track
parks.


A track group is a group of station lines (tracks) – unilaterally or bilaterally connected and
having the same operational purpose.

For example:
- Arriving and departure (dispatching) group of tracks
- Loading and unloading group
- Marshalling (directing) group
- And so on…
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Figure 108: Unilaterally and bilaterally connected track groups
So as all the tracks in a group has to be of the same or similar length, there are several different
forms of track groups (track parks), which answer this requirement to some extent:

Figure 109: Different forms of track groups
Each of these forms has advantages and disadvantages of its own with a view to the requirements
and the special operational features.
For example:
Form 1 is not applied for more than 3(4) lines (tracks), because of the great differences
of the useful lengths of them.
Form 3 has almost equal useful lengths for all tracks in the group, but on the main line
are placed many switches which is not good.
Form 4 has its lines of the same useful length, but this form has no track suitable for
non – stopping (directly running) trains.


The shortest line of a group need to have enough length, not less than the useful length
(the effective length), which is depending on the length of the train.

The useful length of a station line (track) is the length which contains the decisive train length.
- In case of arriving and departure tracks, which need the so called isolated track
panels, the useful length is measured as follows:

Figure 110: Useful length of a track in case of automatically turned switches
In such cases switches are automatically turned with the help of the isolated track panels and
the useful length of a track is measured between the starting signal and the inner end of the
isolated track panel at the other side of the track.
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-

In case of manually turned switches by a switchman there are no isolated track
panels. The useful length of a track is measured then between the so called marks
of the minimal distance. They are placed at a track distance of 3750mm.

Figure 111: Useful length of a track in case of manually turned switches

20.3. Switching routes (streets of points)
A route, on which are situated two or more switches (points) for connection of adjacent tracks in a
railway station, is called a switching route or street of points.
Each track group has one, two or more streets of points (switching routes), respectively if it has
unilaterally or bilaterally connected station lines in the track group and depending of its configuration.


It can be differed 2 types of switching routes on the site plane of a station:
-

slanting to the main track, or

-

“horizontal”, which means unidirectional to the main track of the group.

Besides, the slanting switching routes are:
-

unshortened, situated in a straight line;

-

shortened, under the angle β > α.



In the parks of not many tracks (not more than 3 or 4 tracks) the switching routes are usually
unshortened → under the angle of α.



But in case of more than 4 tracks in a track park (group of tracks), the slanting route has
to be shortened, to make the effective lengths (useful lengths of the tracks) similar, with a
small difference only.



There are several different manners for shortening of switching routes depending on the
chosen form of the track group.
-

Switching route with an angle β=3α (or 2α; or 4α)

Figure 112: Switching route with an angle β=3α
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-

Switching routes with β>α; (α is the switch angle/ turning angle of the switch)

Figure 113: Switching routes with β>α
-

Complicated track group form and switching routes with more than one switch on the
main track

Figure: 114: Complicated track group
There are many other complicated schemes of switching routes with more than one switch on the
main track.

21. Superstructure of a railway – purpose, components,
characteristic features.
-

What is superstructure of railway?
Purpose of superstructure.
Components of superstructure.
Kinds of railways depending on elements of superstructure.

Figure: 115: Components of railway superstructure

21.1. What is superstructure of railway?
Superstructure is the part of railway above the plain passing through the new level mark (NLM),
also called levelete mark (LM).
In other words: Superstructure is the part of railway above the base platform of the formation.
(Formation is the surface of the fills/ embankments or cuttings/ excavations → the surface of the
earthworks.)

21.2. Purpose of superstructure:
Superstructure is an united engineering structure of joint acting elements with the purpose:
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to take up the loading from the rolling stock and to transmit it to the substructure of
railway;



to direct (to guide) the movement of the vehicles (the rolling stock);



to be a smooth and stable track, withstanding the deformations, and showing a small
resistance during the time of movement.

21.3. Components of superstructure
The components of the superstructure of the railways are: (look at figure 115)
- rails – 1;
- sleepers (cross-ties) – 2;
- fastenings – 3
 joints (rail/rail) – 3a
 direct fastenings (rail/sleeper) – 3b;
- ballast bed (body of ballast) – 4;
- dividing layer – 5;
- switches (turnouts) – 6 →(only in railway stations).
1 – Rails carry vehicles and direct movement
2 – Sleepers (cross – ties):
- take up the loading from the rails
- transmit the loading downwards (to the ballast bed) and
- fix the track gauge.
3 – Fastenings
- 3a – join rails to rails to form the so called rail threads
- 3b – join rails to sleepers to make the so called rail-sleeper grate
4 – Ballast bed (body of ballast)
- takes up and transmits the loading and reduces the stresses (distributing the load to
a larger surface);
- creates elasticity of the interaction between the moving vehicles and the track;
- creates stability of the track;
- bothers the vegetation on the track;
- assists for water-leading-away from the track
- makes possible adjustment of the track level and position.
5 – Dividing layer makes impossible to mix ballast and ground (makes ballast and ground not to
mix).
6 – Switches (turnouts) allow a train to cross over from one track to another in railway stations.


The joint action of all the elements of superstructure (from 1 to 6) is illustrated with the
reducing of stresses:
The force P (from 1 wheel) is a half of the
axle load Paxel as a static or dynamic force.





;
P max
 20  25 , t
axle
axlestatic
Paxle
 Paxle
 K dyn
dynamic
static

Kdyn ≈ (1.3÷2.3) is the velocity factor
(dynamic factor)
Figure 116:
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Pwheel (static/dynamic) is taken up by a small contact ellipse on the rail with an area of (1÷1.5) cm2.
Contact stresses on the level of the contact ellipse are:

1

~(4÷5)
times

 cont  9  10  t

cm 2

 9000  10000  dN

cm 2

 900  1000 MPa (dynamic

value)
Bending stresses: (P is a cross force for the rail and causes/produces bending)

2

~50
times

 bend  1500  2500  dN

cm 2

 150  250 MPa

On the upper edge of steel plate (of direct fastenings) are there stresses of pressure:
 press  40  60  dN 2  4  6 MPa
cm

4

On the lower edge of steel plate (or on the upper edge of sleepers):

~2
times

3

~10
times

 press  20  30  dN

cm 2

 2  3MPa

On the lower edge of sleepers:

5

~(2÷4)
times

 press  2  4  dN

cm 2

 0.2  0.4 MPa

On the level of subground (if there is no dividing layer):

6

 press cutting
 0.8  1 dN
 0.08  0.1MPa
for soil
cm 2
Hence, it can be noticed the contribution of all the components of superstructure in decreasing
of the stresses:
1
Rails diminish stresses approximately (4÷5) times
/by bending, except bearing contact stresses/.
2
~50 times



2
3
4

Fastenings diminish stresses ~ 2 times (twice)
~2 times
~200 times
1
3

4
5

Sleepers diminish stresses ~10 times

5
6

Body of ballast diminishes stresses ~ (2.5÷3) times

First, it can be noted that:
-

the contact stresses of rails are (4÷5) times beyond the flowing – limit for steel. And
they can be stood by the steel rails only because they are very short (brief acting) or
momentary for each rail section, and because the whole rail head contributes to bear
them.
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After that stresses are diminished:
-

about (40÷50) times by rails through bending and pressure;
2 times (twice) by fastenings;
10 times by sleepers, and
(2.5÷3) times by body of ballast.



There is no other structure more efficient in bearing of stresses than superstructure of
railway. It reduces stresses under the wheels of rolling stock approximately 10000 times
from the contact level for the wheel/rail to the level of formation (subground).



The railway becomes deformed as a whole structure and each element (component) of it
has own contribution and participation in the stress-strain state of the track (in taking up of
loads and in deformation).

Figure 117:
1
1
1
1
1




Co C fast Csleeper Cballast C subgr

(21.1)



Co → is the general stiffness of railway as a whole structure. Co dN

cm

 is also called general

elastic constant of railway.
This is the force that would provoke (make) an unity (“1”) of settlement of the track.
Each contribution to the elasticity of railway of its elements is given by their own elastic
constants C fast , Csleeper , Cballast , Csubgr 
The formula (21.1) is used for designing of a railway with given qualities when we know the
contributions of the most elements to the elasticity of the track.
U

Co
l



, dN

2

cm 

(21.2)

U (Figure 118) is the so called module of
elasticity of the underrail base, where l is the
distance between the sleepers.
Figure 118
U depends in general on qualities of railway: kind of fastenings, kind and density of sleepers, quality
of ballast… and if the track is a new one/ or an old one (more settled); U depends on the season as
well (summer/winter).
Tentatively:

 U =(200÷500) dN/cm2 for a railway with wooden sleepers.
 U =(1000÷1500) dN/cm2 for a railway with concrete sleepers.
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More than 60% of the elasticity of railway is due to the elements of superstructure, and
the rest of ~40% - to the elasticity of subground.



The contributions of the elements of superstructure to the elasticity/ stiffness, strength, and
stability of railway can be regulated and asked beforehand by:
-

number, thickness and elastic qualities of the plates in fastenings (especially by non ballasted track);
kind and density of sleepers;
thickness of ballast bed, form and size of ballast grains and the qualities of the starting
materials for ballast as well.

21.4. Kinds of railways depending on elements of superstructure
a) jointed or jointless (with continuous welded rails);
b) ballasted or non-ballasted (on concrete underrail base);
c) with wooden or concrete sleepers.

t
E



The joints are weak places in the track, where the settlements are very big and they need to
be constantly removed.



When the track is jointless, the rails are welded at the ends by a special technology. In this
case they experience (stand constantly) stresses σt caused by changings of temperature.



l
l

 t

(21.3)

 t  E  t  E

  l  t
l

   E  t

(21.4)

  0.000012
E  2.1  106 dN

t  50  60 o C

cm 2

   E  25 dN

cm 2

For one rail: Pt   t Frail  100  120 t

(21.5)

22. Substructure of a railway – purpose and components.
Formation. Transversal profiles. Calculation and distribution
of earth masses.
-

What is substructure of a railway?
Components of substructure.
Purpose of substructure.
Formation.
Transversal profiles.
Calculation of the quantity of the fills and cuttings.
Distributing of earth masses (Bruckner’s polygon).
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22.1. What is substructure of a railway?

Figure 119: Border between superstructure and substructure of the railway
Substructure is the part of railway below the plain passing through the new level mark (in a cross
section)

22.2. Components of substructure
It consists of all the fills and cuttings (earth works) and all artificial works: bridges, culverts, inverted
syphons, ditches, tunnels, subways (underpasses), overpasses, waterprotecting works and so on…

22.3. Purpose of substructure:


to take up the loading from superstructure and to transmit it to the subground in a way to ensure
a long-lasting and reliable operation of the railway track;



to form a standard formation for railway;



to ensure stability and a good drainage for railway track.

22.4. Formation
This is the surface of earth works (the surface of fills and cuttings).

Figure 120: Elements of the formation
1 is the so called strip of sufferance.
2 is slope.
3 is base platform of the formation.
4 is berm.
5 is ditch
Each part of the formation has its own purpose:
- On the base platform is constructed superstructure;
- The slopes provide stability of the excavations and embankments (cutting and fills);
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-

Berms remove ditches (and water) from cuttings and fills;
Ditches are longitudinal waterleading works;
Strips of sufferance are used to store materials on them during the time of repairs.

22.5. Transversal profiles
They are drawings that represent cross sections of railway with a plain (plane) perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis of the trace.
There are 5 groups of railway cross sections (transversal profiles):
22.5.1. Transversal profiles in a cutting/ fill/ zero-/ mixed profile

Figure 121: Transversal profiles in a cutting/ fill/ zero-/ mixed profile
Transversal zero-profile has the two marks – NLM and GLM (new level mark and ground level
mark) very near or coinciding (identically) in a cross section.
22.5.2. Standart and individual transversal profiles
-

Standart cross profiles have a height of not more than 4m in a fill and not more than
6m in a cutting, fulfilled in standard soil conditions;
Individual cross profiles have a height more than 4/or 6m respectively for fills and
cutting, when stability of slopes has to be proved by calculations

Figure 122: Standart and individual cross profiles
22.5.3. Cross sections/ transversal profiles
-

in earthy soils

-

or in rock

They differ from each other by the slope
gradients:
 steeper in a rock soil, and
 not so steep in earthy soils
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1.5.4. Cross sections in a straight/ or in a curve.
(They differ from each other by the width of the base platform of the formation because in a curve
the superelevation needs widening of the ballast bed, and hence – widening of the base platform
of the formation, too.)
22.5.5. Cross sections in open track or in a railway station. (They also differ by
the width of the base platform of the formation that has to hold 1, 2 or more tracks.)

Figure 123: Cross sections in open track and in a railway station

22.6. Calculation of the quantity of the fills and cuttings
It depends on the stage of the projecting – preliminary (technical) or working (executive)
22.6.1. In the first case – preliminary project, is used:


The method of the average kilometrical cubage

cut / average height h  fill 
Figure 124: Average depth hav
av
The average kilometrical cubages are:
 cut 
cut   1000 m 3 
A
qav

km
i
hav ,i 
hav ,i 



 fill   1000 m 3 
q  fill 
A

km
avh
ih


av ,i 
av ,i 


(22.1)

where:

cut  / A fill  - Area of the cross section of the, cutting/ fill in function of the average depth
A
ihav ,i 
ihav ,i 

 fill 
cut 
hav / height hav .
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The values of earth works (cutting and fills) are:

cut  ,m 3 
V
 cut    Vi




fill   3 
, m
V fill    Vi




(22.2)

where:

cut  m 3 
V cut   q cut 
 li
i



av


h

av ,i
  fill 


fill 
fill   3 
q
 li
m
Vi


avh

av ,i 



(22.3)

It may also be used the so called profile scale for determining of areas Ai for fills and cuttings.
One has to calculate beforehand these areas Aicut  and Ai fill  for hi=2,4,6,8,10,12,14...
(and so on…) meters.

Figure 125: Profile scale
The final values of earth works are:
V cut   1.2   V cut  ,m 3 
i
 f


  fill 

fill   3 
 1.1   Vi
, m
V f




(22.4)



An enlargement of 10% is made for cutting and fills because of additional earthworks
(preventive canals, ditches, dikes (dykes), cones)



The quantity of cuttings is enlarged of 10% more (20% in general), because of the constant
expanding of soils.
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22.6.2. In case of working project
The quantities of cuttings and fills are calculated after accurately designed cross sections and
planimetring the areas of them (Figure 126).
Vi 

Ai  Ai  1  3 
li , m


2

(22.5)

Figure 126
V
 Vi  V1  V2  ...  Vn m 3 

cut



fill 




(22.6)

Enlargement are also made for quantities of cuttings (20%) and fills (10%).

22.7. Distributing of earth masses (Bruckner’s polygon)
Bruckner’s polygon, also named mass profile is a part of the project for organization and
execution of railway construction.
Mass profile is an integral line showing the cubages of earthworks (cuttings and fills) and directions
for transportation of cutting-masses to carry out fills. It also gives transport distances in making
earthworks.

Figure 127: Distributing of earth masses
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Properties of the mass profile:


gives the cubages of earthworks for cross section i with accumulating from the beginning;



cuttings and fills are accumulated with different signs;



ordinates of mass profile are above mentioned integrally accumulated cubages to each
section i;



the area between the mass profile and the abscissa is called transportation moment. It has
a measure : m.m3=m4;



the average transportation distances are determined with the help of transportation
moment for each Vi, locked between two horizontal lines (distributing lines);



abscissa is also a distributing line.
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Introduction:
Transport is one of the four economic branches for each country (industry, agriculture, resourcing
industry and transport). In connection with the three main bearers of transport – air, water and earth,
it can be differed three basic types of transport. There are:


Water transport



Air transport



Terraneous transport which is subdivided to:

- Road transport
- Railway transport
The railway transport is more economical (with a lower price) than the road transport. The railway
transport is also more ecological. The road transport is more manoeuvreous.
(Comparison between main kinds of transport is given on page 4 and 5).
The student task for the subject of Railway is:


To do a project of a railway between stations A and B with two interstational distances;



To choose (to determine) the place of the middle station C between A and B;



To do a plan of the station B, as a small industrial railway station;



To give a detailed explanatory report and calculations for the project.

The project data include:


The place and the height above the sea – level (elevation) of the station A and the place of the
station B on a topographic map;



The annual amount of a goods traffic;



Inhabitants of the towns A, B and C for calculating of the passenger traffic.

Figure 1e: Position of a new railway

1. Classification of the new railway
1.1.

Determination of the number of goods trains in 24 hours

The annual amount of goods C a and the % of annual amount in direction AB are given in the student
task.





C a AB
 % AB  C A 
  C max  ....




BA
Ca
 % BA  C A 


(1)





AB
BA
C
and
C
Cmax is the bigger of a
a
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1.1.1. Daily amount of goods Cd
Cd 

Cmax    t

,
 day 
365

(2)

  1.2 - yearly factor of irregularity
1.1.2. A number of the goods waggons in 24 hours (necessary to carry the daily goods
quantity) - Wd
Waggons data

 ,%

waggons

qn ,t  -

qt ,t  -

q gr ,t  -

net weight

tare weight

gross weight

l ,m - length

2 – axial

 2

qn 
2

q t  10t
2

q gr 
2

l 2  9( 10 )m

4 – axial

 4

qn 
4

q t  20t
4

q gr 
4

l 4  14( 15 )m

locomotive
Wd 

From the student
tack

From the student
tack

Cd
 2  qn2   4  qn4

lloc  20( 25 )m
qgr  qn  qt


,  wagons
day 


(3)

Wd has to be round to the whole number.

1.1.3. Goods-waggons-tare in a day - Td



Td  Wd   2  qt 2   4  qt4

,  t day 

(4)

1.1.4. A general goods weight in a day - C gr

C gr  Cd  Td ,  t
 day 

(5)

1.1.5. A number of the goods trains in a day - Fd
Fd 

C gr train pairs

,
day 
Q 

(6)

Q ,t  - Project weight of a freight (goods) train without locomotive. (Q is given in the student task)

Fd has to be rounded off to the whole number.
1.2.

Determination of the number of passenger trains in a day - Pd

km  10  16 - Moving factor (The number of trips for a person in an year).
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Passenger data
towns

Number of inhabitants

km

General number of trips in one year - N

A
B
From the student
tack

C

 Number of inhabitant s  k m

 N  ...,numb year 



1.2.1. A number of trips in a day - N d
Nd 

 N   numb

,
day 

365

(7)

Again   1.2 - yearly factor of irregularity
N d has to be rounded off to the whole number.
1.2.2. A number of passenger trains in a day - Pd
Pd 

Nd
m  n 


, train pairs
day 


(8)

m  6  10 - number of the passenger waggons in one passenger train;
n  80 - number of sits in one carriage (passenger waggon);

  0.8  1.2 - factor of using of the seats
Pd has to be rounded off to the whole number.
1.3.

Total number of trains in 24 hours - TN d and category of the new railway


TN d  F d  Pd , train pairs
day 


Conditions:

(9)

 - a second category railway
 TN d  15  30 , train pairs
day 

 - a first category railway
 TN d  30 , train pairs
day 


Conclusion:
Upon this calculation the new railway will be designed as a . . . . . . . . . . . . category
railway, with parameters:
Vmax  130 km
h
Rmin  800 m
Rmax  4000 m

Rmin , Rmax - minimal and maximal radius of the horizontal curves.

2. Tractive calculations
2.1.

Determination of the decisive slope id ,%o
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One per-mille 1%o 

1
, as a steepness
1000

of the slope.
A decisive slope id ,%o is the biggest (the steepest) slope on such a continuous upslope (climbing),
on which a train having a given weight Q can be pulled out by one locomotive, and – if the upslope
is long enough – the train could reach a constant expedient speed, called a decisive speed Vd .
(For more information see
page 32→9.1. Determination
of the decisive slope id)

Figure 2e: Decisive slope
When the train is moving (is in motion/ in service/ in operation), different forces are acting on it.
The forces acting on the train as a whole (on the whole train) are called full forces. The forces acting
on (referred to) only one ton of the train weight we call relative (specific) forces. (For more
information see page 6→2.1. Forces, acting on the train in service, and page 15→5. Resisting forces,
different kinds and reasons, which make them to arise).
The longitudinal forces, acting on the train, are given in the following table.



forces

Full forces, dN 

Tractive force

F

f 

Resisting forces

W

Braking force

B

Relative forces, dN t



Manageable*

Direction**

F
PQ

Yes

+

w

W
PQ

No

+,-

b

B
PQ

Yes

-

*Manageable forces – the forces may be controlled by the engine – driver, to ensure a reliable
and safety traffic.
**Direction “+” the force is acting ahead
“-“ the force is acting backward
The tractive force is created in the locomotive and it is used to overcome all the resistances and to
realize the movement of the train. The resisting forces are divided in two groups:


Base resistances (base resisting forces) Wb , wb – they are acting all the time in operation of
the train.



Additional resistances (additional resisting forces) - They are in existence only when some
special conditions exist during the time of moving.
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- slope resistance (slope resisting force) Ws, ws;
- curve resistance (curve resisting force) Wc, wc;
- resistance because of starting of movement: Wst, wst;
- because of a very strong wind: Ww, ww;
- because of a very low temperature: Wt, wt;
- by moving in a tunnel: Wtun, wtun
In calculations of the decisive slope we use only the base resisting force and the slope resistance.
Fd   Pw I  Qw II 
b 
 b
id 
,%o
(10)
PQ
where:
Fd ,dN - the full decisive tractive force (from the tractive characteristic of the locomotive);

P ,t - the weight (gravity force) of the locomotive;





Vd , km - the decisive speed (from the tractive characteristic of the locomotive);
h

Q ,t  - project weight of a freight (goods) train without locomotive (weight of waggons);





w I , dN
b
t
w II , dN
b
t



the base relative resistance of the locomotive;

 - the base relative resistance of the waggons



w I  1.9  0.01Vd  0.0003V 2 , dN
b
d
t



 

w II   2  w II
  4  w II , dN
t
b
b( 2 )
b( 4 )

(11)
(12)

 2 ,  4 - factors of the weight for 2-axial and 4-axila waggons
2 

 2  q gr2

 2  q gr2   4  q gr4
 2   4  1.000
 4  q gross4
4 
 2  q gr2   4  q gr4

(13)

 

0.5Vd dN
w II
 1.4  0.02Vd 
t
b( 2 )
q gr
2

(14)

 

Vd  65
dN
w II

t
b( 4 ) 12  0.55q gr
4

(15)

id  ......,%o - rounded off to the whole number → i*d
For example:

id  10.35%o →

i*
d  10%o

>constructional expenditures
<operational expenditures

i*
d  11%o

<constructional expenditures
>operational expenditures
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2.2.

Corrected weight of the train Q I ,t 
*

The decisive slope is rounded off to the whole number id and the weight of the train has to be
corresponding to it.
QI 


Fd  P w I  i*
d 
 b
,t 
w II  i*
d
b

2.3.

(16)

Determination of the length of a goods train and the length of a station
2.3.1. Number of waggons in one goods train - nt

nt 

QI
 2  q gr2   4  q gr4

(17)

nt - has to be equal to a whole number

number of 2-axial waggons: n2   2  nt

(18)

number of 4-axial waggons: n4   4  nt

(19)

2.3.2. Length of a goods train - Lt
Lt  n2  l2  n4  l4  lloc ,m

(20)

where:
l 2 ,l4 - length of two/ and four-axial waggons;

lloc - length of the locomotive.

2.3.2. Length of the station - Lst
Lst  Lt  300  400 ,m

(21)

Lst min  1200 m

Figure 3e: Length of the station

3. Designing of the new railway in situation
3.1.

Generalities

A track of a railway line is the longitudinal axis of it, which is a spatial line (look at page 36,
figure 38) with two main projections:
- First, horizontal projection, called situation or trace of the railway track.
- Second, vertical projection, called longitudinal profile of the railway track.
3.2.

Designing of the first projection is the tracing of the situation.
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The drawing which presents the situation of the railway track is also called situation or layout.
In situation the railway track consists of a number of straights and circular curves, connected by
transition curves. The base of these three kinds of elements is a polygon (Figure 5e). The polygon is
drawn after a zero-line, which is made using a special distance – called step, d  1000 h .
it

The step is the horizontal distance d (Figure 4e) on which the
height h between two adjacent contour lines is gone through
a slope called tracing slope it .
it  id  wc

(22)

Figure 4e: Step d
wc - curve resistance (for more information see page 18, point 5.3.2. Determination of the curve
resistance)
wc 

700
 1 %o
R

(23)

Figure 5e: Zero-line and polygon of the trace
The parameters of these 3 kinds of elements of the trace are:
-

for straights: length li and azimuth angle  i ;

-

for circular curves: radius Ri and central (deflection) angle  i ;

-

for transition curves: radius of the circular curve Ri and length of transition curve Ltr

Figure 6e: Elements of the trace
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3.3.

Elements of the circular curve (Figure 7e)

-

Top angle  ,  o  orgr 
 

-

Centrale angle  o gr   180200    o gr 

-

The radius of the horizontal curve R has to be chosen from Rmin till Rmax

(24)

V2
Rmin  max
4.6 2

(25)

For speed Vmax  130 km → Rmin  800 m
h
Rmax  4000 m - from the requirements for a maintenance of the railway (see page 37,38)

-

Length of tangent → T  Rtg  ,m
2

-

External distance→ E  R

-

Length of curve → Lc 



(26)


 1  ,m (Or- bissectrice)
 cos 



2
1

R o
180

(27)

,m

(28)

Figure 7e: Horizontal circular curve


Shortcomings of the curves of small radii:
-

-

The small radii limit Vmax.
It is observed a very big side-wear of the rails by curves of small radii.
The factor of cohesion ψ (wheel/rail) is diminished by curves of small radii.
Small radii increase constructional and operational expenditures of railways.

The minimal length of the straight between two curves has to be more than 300m.
The table with elements of horizontal curve
R ,m

T ,m

E ,m

Lc ,m

 ,  o 

 ,  o 

1

Measured
from the
drawing

calculated chosen

calculated calculated calculated

2

131.0868

48.9132

363.85

No

 

 

800

78.86

682.96

kilometrage
BC

EC

0+815

1+497.96
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The points BC and EC are the
main points of the circular
curve.

Figure 8e: Kilometrage of BC
3.4.

Type and elements of transition curves

Necessity of the transition curves:
- For graceful transition of the radius ρ from ∞ (at the BTC) till R (at the ETC)
- For transition of the cant (superelevation) H for the outer rail along the transition curve
- They make the centrifugal force Z to appear gradually.
The diagram of the centrifugal force Z without transition curve is as follows:
mV 2
Z
R

(29)

m - mass of the train
V - speed of the train

R - radius of the circular curve

Figure 9e
The diagram of the centrifugal force Z with transition curve is as follows:

Figure 10e
The transition curve is divided in two by the main points of circular curve.
The mathematical curve which suits the parametrical equation of the transition curve is the clothoid.
(Look at the page 68→16.2. Derivation)
The equation of the clothoid in a rectangular – coordinate – system is:
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3
2
4
x 
2 x
285 x
y
1

 ........

6C 
35 C
237000 C 2




0


It is ifinite run



(30)

Figure 11e
It is remaining the essential (the important) part of this equation, which is an expression of a
x3
y

cubic parabola:
(31)
6C
x3
C  L R  y 
6 RL

(32)

L - the length of the transition curve, R - the radius of the circular curve

Figure 12e: Transition curve

H ,mm - superelevation of the outer (external) rail above the inner (internal) rail
For mixed traffic: H 

2
8Vmax
,mm
R

(33)

Vmax  130 km
h
H min  20 mm
H max  150 mm

for normal speed and normal gauge

It is accepted that the gradient of the transition of the cant of the outer rail is 1 : k , where:

k  10Vmax  k  10  130  1300

(34)

Ltr  kH ,m, where H is in [mm]

(35)
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By tracing of the transition curve a displacement f has to be made in order to get possibility to place
the flat (transition) curve between the straight and the circular curve.
f 

L2
tr ,m
24 R

(36)

The real length of the transition curve is L0
L0  L tr 

L3
tr ,m
40 R 2

(37)

The angles  , , are used for tracing of the transition curves.
L
tg  tr ,  o 
2 R  

(38)

L
tg  tr ,  o 
6 R  

(39)

     ,  o 

(40)

 

Detailed points of transition curve are traced by using of rectangular coordinates xi , yi .

y1 , for x1  Ltr
4

y2 , for x2  Ltr
2

The equation of the transition curve is y 

y3 , for x3  3 Ltr

y4 ,

for x4  Ltr

4

x3
6 RL

The table with elements of the transition curves
N

R

m 

H

mm

Ltr
m

f

m 



Characteristic ordinates
y1

y2

y3

y4

o
 



o

 




o

 


1
2
3.5.

Determination of the place for station C

-

The railway station C has to be placed approximately in the middle of the length of the
track AB
- The station C has to be traced in a straight line because in such a way the point zones
and the points themselves are straight ones. If the station is on a curve, the visibility is
bad and the points are of the kind arch points.
- In respect to the longitudinal profile all stations have to be in a horizontal. The reason
for this is – cars remaining without a locomotive not to move by themselves.
(For more information see page 75→18.6 Conditions for construction of station platforms)
Part of drawing SITUATION with necessary graphical information for the trace is given on the figure
13e.
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Figure 13e: Drawing SITUATION

4. Designing of the new railway in longitudinal profile
4.1.

Generalities

The main documents of each project for a railway line are the situation (the layout) and the
longitudinal profile. The situation is first to design, and the longitudinal profile is on the second place.
The longitudinal profile is a vertical section along to the axis of the railway track.
In longitudinal profile the railway track is presented by its levelete (leveling line). With respect to
the levelete the railway line consist of some profile sections, each having a length li ,m and a slope

i ,%o of its own. The length li of each profile section is measured horizontally, but not along the

slope. The place where two profile sections with different slopes cross each other is called a bend in
the longitudinal profile.
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Figure 14e: Leveling line
4.2.

Designing of the longitudinal profile.

For the stage of the technical project – which is now concerned → the longitudinal profile is made in
scales: (or - in measures, M)
M H  1 : 500

for heights (1cm=5m)

M L  1 : 25000 ,

for lengths (1cm=250m), like for the situation.

The longitudinal profile (figure 15e) is a drawing, which has 2 parts:
-

in the lower part are there several lines for calculating of the data and showing of the
characteristics for the track;
in the upper part of the drawing is the representation of the two main lines in the
longitudinal profile → the levelete and the terrain line (the line of the ground level).

Figure 15e: Longitudinal profile
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4.2.1. How to draw the ground line?
The drawing of the ground line is made with the help of data → taken from situation. The data
necessary are the following:
- A number of so called “detailed points”, expressing the typical particularities to carry
from the situation to the longitudinal profile.
These detailed points are:
-

-

 Beginning of a station (BS)
 End of a station (ES)
 Beginning of the curve (BC)
 End of the curve (EC)
All the cross-points of the trace with the contours (2,3,4,5,6,8 on fig 16e)
Additional points for the best presenting of the track (1-upper point, 7 – lower point)
For all stations and curves of the track:

Figure 16e: Situation
-

Horizontal distances between the adjacent detailed points
Elevation (heights) of all detailed points.

Succession: STEP 1
(Figure 17e)

The drawing of the longitudinal profile begins with the carrying the data
for the detailed points from situation: on the line “HORIZONTAL
DISTANCES” we map the detailed points by vertical strips and between
them we write the distances from point to point. (See page 41, 42)

STEP 2

Filling the information in the last band “STRAIGHTS and CURVES,
KILOMETRAGE” and checking if the length of the trace according last
two bends and situation is one and the same.

STEP 3

Then we mark the position of the detailed points in height using the scale
M H  1 : 500 . After that we receive the terrain line connecting the
positions of all the detailed points in height.
We choose the level of the profile base having in mind the range of changing heights for all the
detailed points. It must be about 25÷30m lower than the lowest level of all the detailed points.
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Figure 17e
Before drawing the levelete one has to know by heart all the rules for designing of it.
4.2.2. Rules to know for drawing of the levelete
1. The character of the levelete depends on the character and the steepness of the
ground line.
The steeper is the ground line, the steeper is the levelete line (in a concrete profile section), but:
Si  id → in a straight (in situation)
Si  id  wc → in a curve (in situation)
wc 

700
, for Rmin  800 m  wc  1%o
R

(41)
(42)
(43)

Figure 18e: Maximum slope
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2. The levelete is never designed only above or only below the ground line for a long
distance. The levelete is designed in such a way, that with the ground line it forms
cuttings and fills.

Figure 19e:
3. It is good if the levelete is so
designed, that the quantities of the fills and of the
cuttings were more or less equal or alike to each
other. But it is better if the fills and cuttings were
not only alike, but minimized as a quantity
(Figure 20e).
Figure 20e
4. The minimal length between two
bends of the levelete (the minimal length of one
profile section) is 500 m → in order, one train to
cover not more than 2 bends (Figure 21e).
(Otherwise, by big magnitudes of the bends in pits
the train could tear itself.)
Figure 21e
5. In fills the length of the profile
section (when the track is crossing a big river)
may be not longer than 1000m (Figure 22e).
Figure 22e
6. There are two exceptions from the rule for the length of a profile section by some
specific forms of the ground line: (the rule is l  500 m ; and the exceptions are:
l  400m or l  200m when the slope is unilateral or bilateral with a gradient/
steepness not less than (2÷3) ‰). The reason for that is for water → to (may) flow.
And these exceptions refer to cases of very sharp terrain forms.

Figure 22e
7. The magnitude of the bend (in designing of the levelete in hilly terrain) must be
not more than 8‰ which is max id .
2
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The magnitude of the bend i is the algebraic difference between the values of the two adjacent
slopes, taken in modulus:
i  i1  i2  i2  i1 ,%o
(44)
For example:
Magnitudes Δi of the bend №
bend 1:
i1  0  2  2  0  2%o
bend 2:
i2  2  6  6  2  4%o
bend3:
i3  6   2    2  6  8%o

Figure 23e: Magnitude of a bend
8. It is not allowed to coincide a vertical curve from the longitudinal profile with a
transition curve from the situation.
The bend from the longitudinal profile may fall in a circular curve or in a straight from the situation,
if only the vertical curve and the transition curve have not, or have only one common point.

Figure 24e: Position of the vertical curve with respect to the situation
9. A slope of a profile section in front of a station in a hump may be:

ist  id  wst →for an up-grade in a straight (in situation); wst  3 dN  3%o
t
i

st

 id  wst  wc →for an up-grade in a curve (in situation); wc 

max i

st

 8%o

 

700 dN
t
R

(45)
(46)
(47)
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Figure 25e: A slope of a profile section in front of a station in a hump
10. When it is indifferently for the levelete
– to be in a fill, or to be in a cutting, it is preferable to
the track to be in a small fill of a height h  0.7  0.8 m
, which is the snow height. The heights of the fills in
place of transversal waterleading works have to be
h  1.5m for culverts and h  5m 5m for bridges.

Figure 26e
11. It is not allowed to design a pit in a cutting.

Figure 27e
4.2.3. Elements of a vertical curve
Given:
i 1 ,%o; i 2 ,%o;
i  i 1  i 2  i 2  i 1
R

v

 10000 m

It has to be determined:
T , Dv (the length of the arch), h
v
v
Tv  Rv

i
2

 10000

Dv  2Tv ,m

i
2000

 5i

Figure 28e
(48)
(49)
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yv 

x2
2 Rv

h v  yv

(50)

T 2
hv  v

forx Tv
2 Rv

(51)

2
For Δi≤3‰ → there is no vertical curve. There is only hv  Tv

2 Rv

Table for calculation the elements of the vertical curves
N

Rv ,

m

i ,

i ,

i  i1  i2 ,

2
1
%o %o %o

Tv  5 i
m

Dv  2Tv

m

T 2
hv  v ,m
2 Rv

Note

1
≤3‰

2

Without
vertical
curve

4.2.4. How to draw the levelete line and fill the missing information in the numerical
part of the drawing?
Succession: STEP 4
(Figure 31e)
STEP 5

Filling the information in band “SITUATION” (places of stations and
crossings of the trace with rivers and streams).
Designing and drawing the levelete line according to the rules 1÷11, and
according to the scales M H  1 : 500 and M L  1 : 25000

Figure 29e
STEP 6

STEP 7

Filling the information in band “SLOPES and LENGTHS” and checking
if the length of the trace according this band and last two bands is one and
the same.
Filling the data in band “ELEVETION of the LEVELETE”
L i
 hi  i i
1000

(52)

LM 1  575.00
644.17  8
h1 
 5.15 m
1000
LM 2  575.00  5.15  569.85

Figure 30e
STEP 8

Calculating the heights of cuttings and fills
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Figure 31e

5. Transversal profiles
The railway line is spatial (three-dimensional) linear object. A cross section of it can be determined
by length (from the beginning), height (above or below the ground level) and widths (on the
transversal profile). We give lengths on situation and on longitudinal profile; Heights are given by
the levelete (on the longitudinal profile) and widths are visible on transversal profiles.
Transversal profiles are drawings that represent cross sections of railway with a plain (plane)
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the trace.
Standard cross profiles have a height of not more than 4m in a fill and not more than 6m in a
cutting, fulfilled in standard soil conditions. (For more information see page 94→ 22.5. Transversal
profiles.)
On transversal profiles are given elements of superstructure and elements of substructure of the
railway track. The types and the sizes of these elements depend on the speed and the axial load of the
vehicles.
On standard cross profiles are 2 many important points → GLM (ground level mark) and NLM (new
level mark). Distance between NLM and GLM is the height of fill/cutting.
Standard cross profiles of one-track-railway for speed 130km/h are given on the figure 32e.
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Figure 32e: Standard cross profiles

6. Waterleading works
6.1.

Generalities

The construction of a railway is in practice a creation of a very long artificial barrier, which disrupts
the natural regime of flowing and leading away of the surface water. And so as nothing and nobody
can oppose to the natural processes, the disruption means, that people must take preventive measures
(activities) for unobstructed leading away of the surface water.
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That is why it is necessary to construct such works – longitudinally to the railway (on the side of the
higher part of the terrain), which are able to catch the flowing water from above downwards on the
slope, to lead it longitudinally and from time to time (rather – from place to place) to let it pass
through the body of the railway to the lower part of the terrain.
The waterleading works are divided in 2 groups:
-

Longitudinal waterleading works:

 preventive canals;
 ditches;
 drainages.

Figure 33e: Prefabricated elements for faced ditches
-

Transversal waterleading works
(cross-works):

 bridges, which are usually constructed
on big rivers and have their upper
structure to the levelete (without any fills
on them);
 culverts, situated under-fill;
 inverted siphons, which are drain-pipes
made under cuttings.

Figure 34e: Different culvert’s cross-sections
Transversal waterleading works are located as follows:
- Bridges are provided on big rivers;
- Culverts have to be provided on every
- small river /rivulet
- stream
- brook /brooklet/ gulch or
- a dry valley
- in fills by homogeneous terrain are there drain – pipes at about every 300÷400m
(or even less)
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Figure 35e: Distribution of cross-works
6.2.

Dimensioning of the waterleading works
6.2.1. Hydrologic dimensioning

The determination of the maximum quantity Qmax and the designing quantity of flowing water Qd to
pass through a waterleading work is called hydrologic dimensioning.
-

Hydrologic dimensioning of bridges

Hydrological reports should be made for each bridge. This report gives data about water level of the
river. According to water level we can calculate sectional area of the water and the water quantity
Qmax. This calculation is made for the biggest rain quantity for a 100 years →1%. For dimensioning
of the bridge is used designing quantity of flowing water Qd.
Qd 

Qmax
1.25

-

 3

, m

sec



(53)

Hydrologic dimensioning of small waterleading works

Dimensioning of Qmax for a small waterleading works (a culvert, an inverted siphon) is held by water
– catchment area:
 3

Qmax  42F , m
sec 


(54)

42 → is a flowing-away module (for Bulgaria). 42 is measured in m 3





2
sec .km 

The magnitude of the flowing-away module (42) depends on the predominant characteristics of the
water-catchment areas: slope, absorption, afforest, shape and so on.

 → is a flowing-away factor (coefficient).  is dimensionless, [-]. is also a
function of the length of the water-catchment area, Lwa .
Lwa ,km

1

2

4

8

12

16

 ,*

0.125

0.100

0.075

0.050

0.035

0.025

* It is referred to a hilly terrain!
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The length of the water-catchment area Lwa . is the distance from the most distant point of the water
– catchment area to the place of the culvert (or the inverted siphon).
F → is the surface of the water-catchment area in km 2 




The borders of the water-catchment area are water sheds (figure 36e).

Figure 36e: Water-catchment area
The formula (54) gives Qmax with 1% security (guarantee), which means that the maximum water
quantity. Qmax may come not more often, than once in a 100-year-period.
That is why the size of the culvert /the inverted siphon is determined not for Qmax, but for Qd → the
designing quantity of flowing water.
Qd 

Qmax
1.5

m 3



sec



(55)

6.2.2. Hydraulic dimensioning
The science of Hydraulics concerns itself with the parameters of water streams and with the
determination of the size (dimensions) of waterleading works. So, determination of these dimensions
is hydraulic dimensioning of waterleading works.
-

Hydraulic dimensioning of a bridge - (as a big waterleading work) is made by its span,
on the base of the so called water-reporting data.

-

Hydraulic dimensioning for a small waterleading works

To facilitate the students we have made up tables of assistance for the hydraulic dimensioning of the
small waterleading works. These tables are composed with the help of the main principles (laws) of
Hydraulics:
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-


Darcy’s law: Q  FV , m 3
sec 

-

Shasy’s law: V  c RI , m
sec



(56)







(57)

where:
F , km 2  is the area of the water stream;


 3
 is the water quantity;
Q , m

sec





V,m

R

sec

 is the velocity of the water stream;

F
,m is the so called hydraulic radius;
U

U ,m is the so called wet perimeter of the cross section of the stream;
I ,% is the hydraulic gradient of the stream;

c is a factor, depending on the facing of the stream bed.
Table with Hydraulic dimensioning of culverts
Culvert type

Dimensions

hnet ,lnet ,cm

 3

Qcalc , m

sec



H min ,m

Price

100

1.69

2.10

90

125

2.95

2.53

100

150

4.66

2.95

180

200

9.50

3.78

200

Box culvert 50×75

0.6÷2.7

0.7

100

Box culvert 100×200 7÷15

1.30

350

Box culvert 140×310 14÷31

1.70

540

Box culvert 200×400 42÷80

2.30

950

Box culvert 200×200 16÷35

2.30

440

Box culvert 280×310 40÷90

3.10

700

Box culvert 200×400 90÷1715

4.30

1250

hnet

lv m

lnet

We choice a culvert according Qcalc and H min .
The conditions are:

Qcalc  Qd
H min  H real

H min is minimal necessary height of the fill to put culvert.

H real is the difference between the new level mark (or NL, or ELEVATION of the LEVELETE)

and the GROUND LEVEL (GL) at the point of the culvert.
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Table for designing of the small waterleading works
N

km

Lw.a,
[m]

φ,
[-]

F,
Qmax, Qd,
Hreal,
2
3
3
[km ] [m /s] [m /s] [m]

Aids – table data
Hmin,
[m]

hnet,
[m]

lnet,
[m]

Kind of the
work

1
2
3
If somewhere H real  H min, the corresponding line from the table is marked by a star (*) and under
the table is noted:
“* The culvert at the km ….. has not the necessary fill-height. At the working project it has to be
ensured by changing of the levelete or by replacing of the polygon side to the lower part of the
terrain.”

7. The calculations of constructional expenditure of the railway
7.1.

General issues

Method of calculation of the constructional expenditure depends on the stage of the projecting –
preliminary (technical) or working (executive)
The constructional expenditure in preliminary/sketch design is made for the most important
expenditures which have got the biggest quantities of the works.
These works are:
- Cuttings and fills
- Waterleading works – culverts, inverted siphons, bridges
- Superstructure of the railway
- T –T lines
- Stations and station equipment
- Electrification
The quantities and expenditures of these works are calculated approximately by rough magnitudes.
7.2.

Cuttings and fills (earth works)
7.2.1. Calculation of the quantities of cuttings and fills

In preliminary project, is used the method of the average kilometrical cubages.
The average kilometrical cubages are:
 cut 
cut   1000 m 3 
 A
qav

km
i
hav ,i 
hav ,i 



 fill   1000 m 3 
q  fill 
 A

km
avh
ih


av ,i 
av ,i 


(58)

where:

cut 

cut  - Area of the cutting in function of the average depth hav
A
ihav ,i 

 fill 

 fill  - Area of the fill in function of the average height hav
A
ihav ,i 
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The values of earth works (cuttings and fills) are:

cut  ,m 3 
V
 cut   Vi




fill   3 
, m
V fill    Vi




(59)

where:

cut  m3 
V cut   q cut 
 li
i



av


h

av ,i
  fill 
 fill 
 fill  m3 
q
 li
Vi


av


h

av ,i


(60)

Example (Figure 37e)

 fill 
cut 
Figure 37e: Average height hav and average depth hav
This section of longitudinal profile is divided in 4 parts. The borders between the parts are zero points
(there are not cutting or fill NLM  GLM ), and the points where the ground line is changing its
direction (acclivity → declivity or declivity → acclivity)
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Part 1→ fill

 0  2  1.43  2  0.69  0 
hav ,1  
  1.2 * → hav ,1  0.85m
23



 fill   B h
2  2
A
f av ,1  1.5hav1 , m  ***
1hav ,1 
 fill   8.85  0.85  1.5  0.85 2  9.435m 2
A
1h
av ,1 
q

 fill   A fill 

av1

1hav ,1 

 1000  9.435  1000  9435 m

3
km

 fill   q  fill   l

V1

av1

 3
1  9435  0.71  6699 m 

l1  710m  0.71km

Part 2→ cutting

 0  2  0.13  2  2.31  2  0.37  0 
hav ,2  
  1.2 → hav ,2  0.84 m
24



cut   B h
2
2  2
A
c av ,2  1.5hav 2  2  0.75 , m  ***
2hav ,2 
cut   11.35  0.84  1.5  0.84 2  2  0.84 2  12.549 m 2
A
2hav ,2 
q

cut   Acut 

av2

1h
av ,2 

 1000  12.549  1000  12549 m

3
km

cut   q cut   l  12549  0.965  12110 m3 
V2
2


av2
l1  965m  0.965km
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Part 3 →fill

hav ,3  6.03m

A3,1  8.85  4.00  1.5  4.00 2  59.4 m 2

A3,2  20.85  hav3  4.00   1.75  hav 3  4.00 2 , m 2 



 fill   59.4  20.85  h  4.00   1.75  h  4.00 2 ***
A
av3
av3
3hav ,3 
 fill   109.037 m 2
A
3hav ,3 
 fill 
 fill   1000  109.037  1000  109037 m3
qav3  A
km
3hav ,3 
 fill   q  fill   l

V3

av3

 3
3  109037  1.66  181001m 

l3  1660 m  1.66 km

Part 4 →fill

 0.61  2  4.31  2  4.06  2  2.96  2  1.11  0 
hav ,4  
  1.2  3.06 m
25



 fill   41.126 m 2 ***
 fill   B h
2
A
f av ,4  1.5hav4 → A4
4hav ,4 
hav ,4 
q

 fill   A fill   1000  41.126  1000  41126 m3
km
av4
4hav ,4 

 fill   q  fill   l

V4

av4

 3
4  41126  0.675  27760 m 

l4  675m  0.675km
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* hav ,i  ........  1.2 , because the cross-section is not a rectangular, but a trapezium.

Figure 38e
**The widths of a base platform of the formation B f and Bc are given on standard cross profiles.
B f  8.85m for standard cross profile in fill of one track railway for speed 130km/h and depth of

protective layer 40cm.
Bc  11.35m for standard cross profile in cutting of one track railway for speed 130km/h and depth
of protective layer 40cm.
***The equations for calculation of the areas of fills and cuttings depends on hav

 fill   8.85h

2
 2
av ,i  1.5hav ,i , m 

Ai

(61)

 fill   59.4  20.85  h
Ai
av ,i  4.00  
 1.75  hav ,i  4.00 2 , m 2 



(62)

 fill   170.8  34.85  h
Ai
av ,i  8.00  
2
2

 2.0  hav ,i  8.00  , m 



(63)

cut   11.35h

Ai

2
2
av ,i  1.5hav ,i  2  0.75

(64)

cut   122.1  35.35h
Ai
av ,i  6  
2
 1.5hav ,i  6   2  0.75 2

(65)

cut   388.2  59.35h
Ai
av ,i  12  
 1.5hav ,i  12 2  2  0.75 2

(66)
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Table for calculation of the quantities of earth – works

N

Beginning km

End km

fills
L,
km

1

2

3

4

havi ,
m

fill
Ai
,
m 2 



5

6

cuttings

 fill  ,
avi
m 3



km



 fill  ,
Vi
m 3 



cut  ,
Ai
m 2 



7

8

9

q

cut  ,
avi
m 3



km



cut  ,
Vi
m 3 



10

11

q

 fill 

 Vi

cut 

 Vi

The final values of earth works are:
V cut   1.2   V cut  ,m 3 
i
 f


  fill 

fill   3 
 1.1   Vi
, m
V f




-

(67)

An enlargement of 10% is made for cuttings and fills because of some additional
earthworks (preventive canals, ditches, dikes (dykes), cones)
The quantity of cuttings is enlarged of 10% more (20% in general), because of the
constant expanding of soils.

In case of a working project
The quantities of cuttings and fills are calculated after accurately designed cross sections and
planimetring the areas of them (Figure 39e).
Vi 

Ai  Ai  1  3 
li , m


2

(68)

Figure 39e
V
  Vi  V1  V2  ...  Vn m 3 

cut



fill 


-

(69)

Enlargement are also made for quantities of cuttings (20%) and fills (10%).
7.2.2. Calculation of the constructional expenditure of earth-works

Determination of the price of the earth-works is made on the base of their balancing. We accept that
all excavated material is suitable to be used for fills.
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There are three cases:

cut   V  fill →cutting for a fill.

 Vf

f

The price is 15 lv

m3

cut   V  fill →cutting for a depot.

 Vf

f

The price is 15 lv

 V

m3

cut   V  fill →fill from a pit.

f

f

The price is 20 lv

7.3.

m3

Transversal waterleading works (cross works)

 

We need to calculate the length of cross works, and after that: lenght ,m price lv  explv
m

 

The price lv m for drain pipes and culverts is given in the Table with Hydraulic dimensioning of
culverts, page 124.
- Culverts

Figure 40e: Length of culverts

H real  H min → L p  8.85  2  1.5  H real  hnet   2 ,m

(70)

H real  H min → L p  8.85  2 ,m

(71)

The body of culvert is made of prefabricated concrete elements (pipes) with length 1m, So L p has
to be rounded to the whole number [m] and L p
 11.00 m .
min
- Inverted siphons
L p  2  H cut  2   11.35  2  1.5  H cut  6  8 m

(72)

L p ,m has to be rounded to the whole number meters.
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Figure 41e: Length of inverted siphons
Table for the constructional expenditure of culverts and inverted siphons
N

on km

type

hnet ,

m

m

H min ,

m

m

Lp ,

Price,
lv
m

 

Expenditure

1.70

4.31

20

540

10800

H real ,

lv

1
2

12+0555 BC140x300 1.40

…

  ...,lv
- Bridges
A span length of the bridge L  Lriver  5  10 m
The price is

5000 lv

(73)

m

For example:

Lriver  110m
L  120 m

Expenditure is:
L ,m 5000 lv

7.4.

m

 600000lv

Superstructure of the railway

The components if the superstructure for 1 km
of the railways are:

 Rails* - 2000 m
km
 Sleepers* - ~ 1600 numb
 Fastenings* - ~ 35 t

km

km

3

 Body of ballast - ~ 1800 m km
 Dividing layer
  200000 lv km

*The type of elements is according to the standard cross profile.
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T –T lines (telephone and telegraph) → 40000 lv
km
Stations and station equipment

7.5.
7.6.

We have two new stations → B (industrial station, number of the tracks is given on the student tack)
and C (intermediate station with 3 tracks). A price is 1500000 lv
.
 100000 lv
station

track

The price includes: station building, track system (super- and substructure), structures and works,
depending on the kind and the purpose of the stations, signaling- and centralizing-block system/
devices.
Electrification → 150000 lv km

7.7.

The price includes price of a catenary system and price of regional power stations.
Table for the constructional expenditure of the railway line
N

Element

Measure

Cutting for a fill

m3

15 lv

Cutting for a depot

m3

15 lv

Fill from a pit

m3

20 lv

3

Drain – pipes and culverts

numb

4

Bridges

m

5000 lv

5

Superstructure

km

200000 lv

6

T –T lines

km

40000 lv

7

Stations and station equipment

numb

8

Electrification

km

1
2

Quantity

Price

Expenditure

m3
m3

m3

m
km

km

150000 lv

km

  ...,lv

8. Arrangement of the station B
8.1.
-

Generalities
Railway stations are operational points (complexes), at which railways meet their
customers → passengers and load senders.
Railway stations divide railway to interstational distances. (Railway operation is based
on this subdivision).
The suitable distribution of railway stations is a condition for increasing of the track
capacity.

There are different kinds of railway stations:
-

Passenger stations (which serve only passenger traffic)

-

Goods stations (they serve only goods traffic)
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-

Station for mixed traffic

-

Intermediate stations: usually they are constructed not for serving of passengers or
goods, but for increasing of track capacity.

-

Traction stations (called also locomotive stations): they are stations for mixed traffic

-

Marshaling stations – in them only composing (marshaling) and marshaling – out of
trains is made.

-

Industrial stations – usually they are situated near big industrial complexes to serve their
needs.

-

Technical stations: they serve special carriages and other passenger waggons

-

Harbor stations – situated near harbors, for serving their needs

-

Terminus-stations – in them 2,3 or more kinds of transport are combined: water-, aerial
and earth-transport.

(For more information see 18. Purpose, general arrangement and distribution of railway stations,
page 72)

Figure 42e: General arrangement of a railway station
1 – station building
2 – trackage (track system, track arrangement)
3 – structures and works, depending on the kind and the purpose of the station
4 – SCB-devices (signaling- and centralizing-block system/ devices):
 turnouts
 signals and
 block-automation
8.2.

Track groups (parks)

A track group is a group of station lines (tracks) – unilaterally or bilaterally connected and having the
same operational purpose.
- Arriving and departure group of tracks (ADT)
- Marshalling (directing) group (MT)
- Shunting tracks
- Loading and unloading group (freight track FT)
8.3.

Useful length of a track

The useful length of a station line (track) is the length which contains the decisive train length.
- In case of arriving and departure tracks, which need the so called isolated track panels,
the useful length is measured as follows:
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Figure 43e: Useful length of ADT
In such cases switches are automatically turned with the help of the isolated track panels and the
useful length of a track is measured between the starting signal and the inner end of the isolated track
panel at the other side of the track.
For arriving and departure tracks Luseful
 750 m
ADT

-

In case of manually turned switches by a switchman there are no isolated track panels.
The useful length of a track is measured then between the so called marks of the minimal
distance. They are placed at a track distance of 3750mm.

Figure 44e: Useful length of the track in case of manually turned switches
For marshaling tracks Luseful
 1.1  750 m
MT
The marshaling tracks are bilaterally connected
For shunting tracks Luseful
 0.5  750 m
ST
The shunting tracks are unilaterally connected
8.4.

Distances between tracks

The distances between tracks depend on the type of the track and on the chosen arrangement of a
railway station. The minimal distances between tracks are given in following table.
Type of tracks

Distance [mm]

Between ADT

5000

Between ADT when we have platform between tracks

6000

Between MT

5000

Between ADT and MT

6000

Between ST and other tracks

6000

Between FT

4500
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8.5.

Railway turnouts (points, switches)

Railway turnout is a specific structure, the purpose of which is to allow a train to cross over from
one track to another (in railway stations).
The simplest turnout (called simple lead, or simple switch) has the following schema (switch plan of
the running edges):

Figure 45e: Switch plan of the running edges
BS – beginning of switch
C – geometrical center of the switch
ES – end of switch
M – mathematical center of the switch
The structure of the turnout (switch structure) consists of several parts:
- 2num (straight + arched)
I – Switch – part (Tongue – 1. stock rails
part)
2. switch rails (tongue - 2num (arched + straight)
rails)
3. stretcher bar/ switch
rail bender/ switch drive
II – Middle part (Closure part) 4. straight middle rails
5. arched middle rails

- 2num (straight closure rails)
- 2num (arched closure rails)

III – Crossing part

- 1 in number
- 2 in number

6. switch heart (frog)
7. wing rails

common
(acute)
crossing

8. applied rails (running - 2 in number
rails)
9. check rails (guard rails) - 2 in number
The purpose of these short rails is – not to allow derailment of
the wheel-sets when they are running over the frog-zone
IV – Fender of sleepers (on which all rail-elements are nailed)
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Switches are drawn on site plans of stations with their schemes.
A scheme of a switch is formed by the axis of the straight track plus the tangent to the axis of the
arched track at the point ES

Figure 46e: Displaying a simple lead on site plans of station
Geometric characteristics of some simple leads are:
Lead

49 – 1:9: 300

49 – 1:9: 190

49 – 1:7: 190

The mark

1:9

1:9

1:7

The radius R, [m]

300

190

190

a, [m]

16.615

10.25

13.503

b, [m]

16.615

16.615

13.635

l, [m]

33.230

27.138

27.138

When we draw switches on the site plan of the station we have to know that there is a straight f,
f min  6.25m between two switches or between switch and a curve.

Figure 47e: Straight f between two switches and between switch and curve
8.6.

Loading and unloading platforms, ramps and buildings

Figure 48e: Loading and unloading platform, freight ramp and warehouse
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- LP – loading and unloading platform
This is a landing covering with asphalt or concrete pavement on the level of the rail head.
Length 100  150 m , width 15  20 m

Figure 49e: Cross section of the loading and unloading platform
- FR – freight ramp
This is a concrete ramp on the level of the floor of the goods waggon
Length 30  100 m , width 14  16 m

Figure 50e: Cross section of the freight ramp
- WH – warehouse
This is a building situated in the end of freight ramp.
Length 20  40 m , width WWH  WFR  6 m

Figure 51e: Cross section of the freight ramp and warehouse
8.7.

The drawing “Arrangement of the station B”

The drawing is in scale M1:1000.
Content of the drawing:
- Station building with kilometrage of the axis
- Kilometrage written on the main track
- Numeration and distances between tracks
- Useful length of the tracks
- Kilometrage of the entrance signals (the main entrance signal and the wraning signal)
- Numeration and type of switches
Even numbers are in point zone directed on the increasing of the kilometrage.
Odd numbers are in point zone directed on the decreasing of the kilometrage
- Dimensions of the loading and unloading platforms, ramps and buildings.
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